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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN

Hoop Dreams

T

he next time you’re having a bad
day at work, think of this. You
could be in another industry,
peddling mortgages, bundling
derivatives or persuading a
contractor that he needs to install
eco-toilets from your company in
his new building. Now these are
all honorable professions, but let’s
be honest. What we do is better. We sell hopes and dreams
every day. And sometimes those dreams even come true.
That pitching wedge you sold last week will help a
golfer break 90 for the first time. Those running shoes will
help someone run a 5K and raise money for the disease
that killed their friend. The workout clothes you sold on
clearance will inspire someone to lose 30 pounds and live
a longer, healthier life.
From December until late March, one of my sports
dreams came true. For 12 weeks, I got to be Geno
Auriemma, the coach of the UConn Lady Huskies, the best
women’s basketball
team in the country
for the past 30
years. His teams
win decisively and
do it with class and
sportsmanship.
I didn’t get to coach
The Lady Huskies.
I coached The
Other coaches would ask if we Formula4 Meteors, a
were holding secret practices team of 5th and 6th
grade girls, including
during the week. Parents
would comment that the team my daughter Claire, in
the Ridgewood Biddy
looked as though they had
Basketball League,
played together for years.
sponsored by the
Nope. The girls just showed
publishers of this
up every Saturday morning
magazine, Formula4
and played their hearts out.
Media. I can’t imagine
Geno had more fun
than I did.
It was clear from our first practice that this was a special
group of young ladies. Not only were they talented, they
were polite, respectful and the most selfless group of
athletes I’ve ever been around. When we would open up a
big lead late in the game, I would instruct them to feed the
ball to Lizzie or Sonali because they didn’t have a hoop
yet. These girls would then go out and crash the boards
ferociously and set teeth rattling picks, so one of their
teammates could get a few open looks at the basket.
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We rolled through the regular season, winning every one
of our games by 10 points or more. Other coaches would ask
if we were holding secret practices during the week. Parents
would comment that the team looked as though they had
played together for years. Nope. The girls just showed up
every Saturday morning and played their hearts out. And
while I loved every game, I was actually doing very little
coaching. I’d set the rotation to make sure every girl played
at least two quarters, but the girls would figure out the
defensive assignments themselves and call one of the two
plays I installed when the circumstances were right.
We went into the playoffs as heavy favorites and didn’t
disappoint. We fought off a feisty challenge in our first game
to get to the finals. And when we walked into the gym for the
championship game, the rooting interest was clearly in favor
of our underdog opponent, the team from Rob Antonelli
Construction, coached by Rob’s 9th grade daughter and her
best friend.
When I saw that, for a minute, I thought about tanking. But
I got over it. After all, what would Geno do? The Meteors had
worked hard, played the right way and deserved the trophy.
I checked my notes and went into my pre-game talk. We
reviewed our inbounds play and I told them they had been
the best team all year long and I expected them to be the
best team tonight. “Work hard, be confident and play good
defense. You guys have played smart all year long and that’s
why you’ll win tonight.”
I usually don’t take questions during my big speeches,
but our smallest and most energetic player raised her hand
and stood up. “Plus, we’re awesome,” she said. And she was
right. We trailed for a bit in the first half, but got rolling in
the third quarter and won big. There were trophies and a
post-game party at our favorite frozen yogurt shop, which
doubled as a birthday celebration for two of our players.
When I announced our three representatives to the post
season All-Star game, one of them approached me privately
and asked if she could just play half of the All-Star game, so
a good player who wasn’t selected could also play. You can’t
coach attitude like that. It was more than fun coaching these
girls, it was inspiring. Parents came up to me after the postgame party and said “thank you for coaching the girls.” My
response was “I would have paid for the fun of doing it.”
So next time you get a stupid e-mail, or get dragged
into a pointless meeting or have to deal with a
complaining customer, think about what else you could
be doing. And then look at your colleagues and tell them:
“We’re awesome.” O
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Reebok ZPump Fusion, MSRP $110.

Reebok
Fine Tunes
its Strategy
By Mark Sullivan

W

hat do Mixed Martial
Arts, CrossFit,
Spartan Racing and a
25-year-old footwear
technology all have
in common?
That is exactly the
question Reebok will
be answering for retailers over the next year
as it pulls together these different elements
into a combined strategy that company execs
say targets the modern fitness consumer.
Reebok has made two high-profile moves
in the past six months. Late last year the
brand signed a six-year agreement with
Ultimate Fighting Championships to become
the exclusive outfitter and apparel provider
for the world’s leading mixed martial arts
organization. And then in March, Reebok
introduced a modern version of its Pump
technology in a sleek fitness shoe, the
ZPump Fusion, that it believes can make it a
relevant player in the athletic shoe business
in the fitness category that helped build the
company.
“This all started five years ago when
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we were looking at the sports and fitness
environment and saw that sports companies
had done a great job of serving fans who would
sit on the couch and watch other people move,
but not such a great job targeting people who
actually got out and moved,” says Reebok
president Matt O’Toole.
Reebok execs began to think about fitness
in a “tougher, grittier way,” O’Toole says, and
began assembling assets that would help them
speak to that consumer. The brand signed a
sponsorship agreement with Spartan Races,
one of the original producers of adventure
racing series, and then in 2011 inked a 10-year
deal with CrossFit, which includes a line
of apparel and the title sponsorship of the
CrossFit Games.
Of course all the clever marketing deals
in the world won’t help if Reebok doesn’t
make a shoe people want to buy, which is
where the new ZPump Fusion comes into
play. Reebok introduced the shoe at a global
press event in Manhattan in March that
featured UFC fighters, supermodel Hannah
Davis and Hollywood pretty boy Adrian
Grenier. A week later, Reebok began shipping
to key accounts, including Finish Line and
Dick’s Sporting Goods.

The Pump was first introduced in 1990 and
became a high profile sensation the following
year when Celtics guard Dee Brown won
the NBA All-Star slam dunk contest after
theatrically pumping up his shoes before his
final jam. The new ZPump Fusion is a much
simpler design in a sleeker package, priced
to sell at $110. The original pump had 40
parts, according to Bill McInnis, who heads
up Reebok’s advanced concepts department,
while the new ZPump Fusion has three: the
air cage that he says wraps around the foot as
it’s inflated with air; the Fusion sleeve upper,
made from four-way stretch; and The ZRATED
outsole, which was inspired by automobile
tires. The shoe also features a toggle lacing
system, The Pump itself and a deflation valve.
Reebok is making a big bet on ZPump.
O’Toole says the ad campaign, including a TV
spot featuring UFC Fighter Jon “Bones” Jones,
is the brand’s biggest spend in a decade.
Reebok plans to roll out new colors and
materials every month for the rest of the year
and will support that with in-store shops at
Dick’s and Finish Line.
“We see this launch as one of our key pillars
to addressing today’s fitness consumer,”
O’Toole says. O
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Under Armour Opens in Chicago

L

ocated at 600 N. Michigan
Avenue, Under Armour’s
new 30,000-square-foot store
features several firsts for the
brand. It has the largest footwear area of any Brand House
location, its first dedicated
Hunt and Fish areas in-store,
its first wearables bar, and
the debut of an area dedicated to Armour Record, the new online platform
that connects Under Armour fitness tracking
acquisitions MapMyFitness and Endomondo
and MyFitnessPal, both added last month.
The Chicago location is key, says Susie
McCabe, senior VP-global retail for Under
Armour, allowing the brand to target not only
the nearly three million Chicago residents but
also the 46 million tourists who visit the city
each year.
“This is the place to be and we think we

have the 50-yard line on Michigan Avenue,” she
says.
McCabe says the brand had made a strong
effort to make sure the store is merchandised
by end-use: golf, running, training, studio,
youth. The youth section features a “jump
pad” that lets kids track their height and
weight and how high they can jump.
In addition to the specialized areas, the
Chicago store will feature Bootlegs, what
VP–North America Brand House Dan Leraris
characterizes as made-for-the-pros limitededition product not normally produced for
commercial sale. First up for the location are
HeatGear leggings and shorts custom-made
for Stephen Curry of the NBA’s Golden State
Warriors, available only in size L (Curry’s size)
and available only until they sell out. The plan,
Leraris says, is to rotate product that could
come from all categories – apparel, footwear,
youth – and gather learnings and testings from

Inside UA’s new Brand House in the Windy City.

market feedback.
The new store also features a living wall of
ivy, a replica of the one at Cubs home Wrigley
Field; dedicated merchandised areas for train,
run golf and yoga; mannequins based on brand
athletes Gisele Bundchen (doing yoga) and
Jordan Spieth (mid-golf swing); and a heavy merchandise assortment dedicated to local teams
Northwestern, Notre Dame and the Cubs.
“Being on the Miracle Mile, there’s no bigger platform,” Under Armour CEO Kevin Plank
told Sports Insight at an in-store event the day
before the grand opening. “This is a sports
town, this is a four-seasons town, and with our
relationships with Northwestern, with Notre
Dame, the Cubs and the Bulls, all of those
things made it such an easy fit for us. We love
this town, we want to be here more and we
think planting a flag in the middle of Michigan
Avenue is a great expression of the brand.”
—Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

Fjällräven Opens Chicago Location
Swedish outdoor brand Fjällräven opened its first Chicago store, a 2400-square-foot
location in the city’s trendy Wicker Park neighborhood, in early March. The location

footwear from Hanwag and camping gear from Primus. (All three brands are distributed
by Stockholm-based Fenix AG.) The store’s opening night reception was celebrated with
a party attended by Chicago Blackhawk stars David Rundblad, Joakim Nordstrom and
Marcus Kruger, as well as Wilco’s John Stirratt and Glenn Kotche. O
Trendsetting outdoor brand Fjällräven opens a store in Chicago.
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stocks outerwear, apparel and the brand’s signature backpacks, as well as outdoor
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Time for the Industry to Come Together

There are some alarming
trends impacting the
sporting goods market.
What is the sports
industry doing to address
these facts?

Ron Menconi was SVPmerchandise and marketing
for G.I. Joe’s for more than 10
years. He is currently president
of Menconi Consulting, which
works within the sports and
outdoor industries at retail and
wholesale. He can be reached
at ron.menconi@gmail.com
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By Ron Menconi

T

he sports, fitness and
outdoor industries
are faced with some
tough facts. Sports
participation continues
to decline. Adults are
not getting out of the house as often
to get involved in sports activities,
and fewer young people are taking
up sports or outdoor recreation.
Industry reports indicate that
unit sales of sports and fitness
equipment were down 10 percent in
the last two years.
Meanwhile, the electronics
industry and their mega brands are
spending billions developing new
products, software and marketing.
They want to convince people
that when they have time for
recreation they should turn to their
smartphones, tablets or big screen
televisions. They are not going to
slow down. They will continue to
do whatever it takes to grow.
What is the sports industry
doing to address these alarming
trends? The two main associations
are the National Sporting Goods
Association, (NSGA) and the
Sports and Fitness industry
Association (SFIA).
The NSGA was organized in 1936.
It is primarily an organization of

sporting goods retailers and team
dealers. The mission of the NSGA is
to “support its members’ efforts to
grow the business and advocate on
their behalf.” At one time I served
on their board and as chairman.
The NSGA has always been a
great resource of industry-specific
research and historical data on
sports participation, category
sales growth and the cost of doing
business. NSGA supports many
efforts to help grow business, but
does not have an active program
or marketing efforts to help turn
the trend around on the decline in
sports participation.
SFIA was formerly called the
Sporting Goods Manufacturers
Association (SGMA). The name
was changed in 2012. In 1906 SGMA
was founded in New York by six
sporting goods manufacturers
and its membership today is
primarily from the larger brands
and manufacturers in sporting
goods and fitness. Its mission is
to “Promote Sports and Fitness
Participation and Industry Vitality”.
As far as addressing the lack of
participation and unit sales, SFIA’s
main effort is to promote the
legislation to pass the PHIT act.
Both of these organizations hold
annual management conferences
where key executives within

the industry meet to hear from
management experts, leaders
within the sports industries and
have panel discussions. At one time
NSGA and SGMA held their own fullline sporting goods trade shows in
the United States. The NSGA trade
show in Chicago was produced for
more than 50 years and ended in
1999. SGMA produced The Super
Show in Atlanta, which shut its
doors in 2006.
Both organizations do a lot of
good, but how much more could
the entire industry benefit if they
pooled their efforts and resources,
and worked together? A great
example is the PHIT (Personal
Health Investment Today) Act. The
PHIT Act is legislation pending in
Congress that will allow Americans
to use Pre-Tax Medical Accounts to
pay for physical activity expenses.
The PHIT Act would encourage
healthier lifestyles by reducing
the costs of physical activity.
Adults and their kids will receive
an incentive to help Americans get
fit, which will help prevent health
care costs related to the obesity
and sedentary lifestyle crisis.
The PHIT Act is part of the larger
program PHIT America has put
together with the goal of building
a healthier, active American
population. More information is
available at PHITAmerica.org.
If all the sports industry
associations and key members
stepped up and worked together
on passing the PHIT act this would
be a great start to increasing sports
participation and could pay off with
increased sales.
All associations, brands and
retailers should be lining up
to support this legislation by
communicating it through their
company web sites, working with
their local members of congress
and with cash donations. This
effort would be a real investment
in the future.
Other projects that would
benefit from a unified effort would
be stopping the West Coast dock
slowdown, the PEP program that
grants funds to school districts to
purchase equipment for PE, and a
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NB Gets Serious About Soccer
program to help with general sports
product knowledge, and customer
service across all retail locations.
There also needs to be a national
media campaign to encourage sports
and outdoor activities for America’s
youth. It could be done with
sponsors from inside and outside
the sports industries. This campaign
could feature current and former
athletes, a theme, a logo and tag line
that all retailers and manufacturers
could get behind, promote and
support.
Other industries have trade
organizations to help market and
grow their sales. Our industry
went from having two large
annual national trade show events
sponsored and promoted by NSGA
and SGMA to zero national full-line
sporting goods shows. In their day
these events drew national and
global media and attention to our
industry and gave a platform to put
forth initiatives to grow sales. We do
not have a major event to present
our industry like that now.
With more cooperation and a
commitment of resources from our
industry associations there could be
major campaigns to get people active
again, have a national trade show
to showcase our industry and top
lobbyists to work on legislation that
would help our industry thrive.
It is time for all groups to come
together to work toward common
goals to grow participation and
sales. We need one of these groups
to step up and start an initial dialog
with all the associations and invite
them to meet to work together on
an overall industry agenda. We
can not just hope things will turn
around — we need to work to do
something about it.
Not just the NSGA and SFIA, but
the Outdoor Industry Association,
Fishing Tackle industry, Snowsports
Industry, Shooting Sports industry
and others.
We will continue to see
participation in sports decline and
young people staying on the couch,
and other industries will take more
share of consumer dollars away from
sports and outdoor if some kind of
united effort is not put forth. O
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New Balance is getting serious about soccer. The company, which has been a player
in the sport for the past few years with
its subsidiary brand Warrior, announced
plans to transition its soccer business from
Warrior to New Balance. Beginning with the
2015-16 season, European teams such as
Liverpool, FC Porto, Stoke City, Sevilla and
Glasgow Celtic will be sponsored by New
Balance and will be wearing NB logos on
their jerseys. Elite European professional
footballers such as Manchester City’s
Vincent Kompany and Arsenal’s Aaron
Ramsey, previously Warrior athletes, are
now wearing New Balance boots in games.
Competing with Nike and Adidas in soccer will be a challenge and soccer is still a
small part of New Balance’s $3 billion business, but NB’s entry into the soccer market
should amp up the brand’s global exposure
and that could ultimately benefit its other
product categories. Look for new soccer
footwear offerings from NB this summer
and fall. Meanwhile, the Warrior brand will
focus on hockey and lacrosse, as NB takes
over the reins in soccer. O
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Socks Are Stylin’& Proﬁlin’
By Cara Griffin

Technology Fused with Style Is
Elevating the Athletic Sock Market

A

Zensah Tie Dye Sleeves, MSRP $39.99.

thletic socks are having a fashion moment.
You know that is the
case when you notice
they have become a central
display item in sporting goods
and fashion athletic stores alike.
Creative and ever-growing sock
displays occupy valuable real
estate inside these stores and
are giving the shoe wall a run
for its money when it comes to
fashion and flair.
Of course, just like a good athletic shoe, a good athletic sock
needs to do more than just look
good. It needs to perform at a
high level. Here, we highlight
some key new performance sock
styles and hear from the brands
about the importance of fashion
in the athletic sock market.
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Balega: The Women’s Enduro
sock from Balega comes in two
styles, the no-show and the low
cut. The Women’s Enduro Low
Cut has a hand linked seamless
toe for seam free comfort; a new
VTech Arch Support System for
added structure; mesh construction for added ventilation; a reinforced heel pocket and medium
volume construction
“Fashion is incorporated into
sport through the implementation of sheer lightweight ﬁbers
and fabrics. Colors are vibrant
and edgy and you look every
bit as good as you can while
performing at your maximum

level,” says Balega’s Tanya Pictor. “Balega always pushes the
boundaries in innovation to
produce the most technologically advanced sock possible.
For Balega, function is key and
then fashion follows.”
Fitsok: The brand’s Limited
Edition Jewel socks contain the
fabric technology and engineering that has made Fitsok one of
the fastest growing sock brands
in running. The CF2 is a midcushioned do-it-all running sock
with arch support, mesh venting
and a super-soft hand. The F4
is an anatomical left/right nylon
no-show sock for race day and
beyond. It offers cushion mapping, an ultra-thin upper, arch
support and a cushioned tab.
“We’ve seen a really positive response from customers
surrounding new color,” says
Michael Stambook, Fitsok sales
director. “Adding relevant and
timely color to our products
speaks volumes at specialty retail. Since introducing color into
Fitsok products two years ago,
we’ve seen a huge growth surge.
The consumer and retailer have
so many options when choosing
footwear and accessories. We
think building a sock that stands
out is very important.”
Thorlo: The brand’s Experia Rio
Collection, MSRP $14.99 per pair,
offers protection without weight.
The socks have an aerodynamic
ﬁt and Thorlo pads.
“Since its inception, Experia has been the performance
leader in the use of fashion right
colors,” says James Jesserer,
VP–sales. “Thorlo offers seasonal colors timed perfectly to
coordinate with the emerging
footwear and apparel trends. Prior to Experia, it was a white and
black performance sock world.
Now the industry has Experia
Collections like Rio, just in time
for the 2016 Olympics in Brazil.
Performance is still the ultimate
game, but the consumer has the
right to work out in style.”
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DeFeet: The brand likes to say
that the DeFeet Cyclismo Hi-Vis
Reﬂective sock is “made with the
attention to detail of a ﬁne, handcrafted bicycle frame.” Reﬂective
yarns are knit into the socks to
offer visibility in low-light situations. The Hi-Vis Orange socks
help further enhance this visibility even during bright days.
“Fashion is probably more
important than ever in the performance sock market,” says Paul
Willerton, VP–marketing. “Core
customers are not only smarter
about their sock purchases, but
they have a more discerning eye.
They recognize subtle fabric and
design elements. They realize
when simply switching out a yarn
color to create a ‘technical feature’ is smoke and mirrors. They
want real tech and true quality.
DeFeet creates style with top-shelf
ﬁbers and raw craftsmanship in
much the way a welder leaves a
frame unpainted to showcase the
beauty of the art form.”
Zensah: The recent “design your
own leg sleeves” campaign by
Zensah resulted in some bright,
bold and creative designs in performance sleeves. In addition to
fashion ﬂair, the DeZign Compression Leg Sleeves offer seamless
construction, targeted muscle
support, faster recovery and
graduated compression.
“Over the past few years we
have seen the growth of color,
neons, and now patterns in the
performance sock market,” says
Suzanne Kerpel, Zensah marketing director. “Consumers love to
express themselves with great
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color and design, they want
fashion options without compromising performance. Zensah was
the ﬁrst compression brand to
offer leg sleeves in multiple colors (30+). And now our DeZign
collection takes thing further
with patterns like Lady Bug,
Argyle and Mix n Match. We also
encourage our customers to submit design ideas. For example,
we recently hosted a campaign
where runners re-designed our
white compression leg sleeves
with their own style.”
Feetures!: The High Performance
Light Cushion No Show Tab
socks, MSRP $11.99, feature seamless construction and compression so that they hug your feet to
prevent blisters and keep feet dry
and comfortable while running.
“We think that color and design
are becoming more important in
the performance sock category,”
says John Gaither, VP–product
development. “We’ve found that
as more and more consumers
start to appreciate the importance of great socks, their appetite for more variety and color
options continues to grow. The
performance sock wall in most
stores has gone from an unexciting collection of white and black
socks, to a vibrant assortment of
colorful options. New colors and
designs give consumers another
reason to purchase new socks.
We’re introducing a limited run
of multi-striped socks this Fall to
give our retailers and consumers
something new from Feetures! in
time for the holiday season.”

VIM & VIGR Compression Socks, MSRP $29.95-34.95.

CEP: The compression brand’s
Progressive+ and Dynamic+
product lines are adding two new
sock styles for 2015. With bright
pink, purple, blue and more colors available, the brand sees the
new socks as perfect for ﬁtness
and fashion-minded individuals
looking to accessorize their gear
while still beneﬁtting from the
compression.

Wigwam: The Ironman Run
Fit Pro Low, MSRP $13,
features Wigwam Ultimax
technology for maximum
moisture movement. They
come with a guarantee
for no blisters, no odor
and dry feet. The sock is
knit with a cushioned
heel and forefoot
along with
breath-
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DeFeet Cyclismo Hi-Vis Orange
Reflective Sock, MSRP $16.99.

New Balance NBx Trail Crew,
MSRP $14.99.

Under Armour Undeniable Crew,
MSRP $16.99.

CEP Progressive+ Run 2.0, MSRP
$59.99.
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Sockwell Rx Plantar Ease Crew,
MSRP $21.99.

Stance Meter Crew, MSRP $18.

Thorlo Experia Rio, MSRP $14.99.

2XU Compression Performance Run
Sock, MSRP $49.95.

able mesh air vents and a seamless toe closure.
“Performance remains a high
priority in the sock market,” says
Margaret Newhard, Wigwam’s
director of product development.
“However, this is quickly blending with fashion whether it be
brightly colored apparel or more
everyday ‘athleisure’ pieces.
Wigwam concisely mixes 110
years of knitting expertise with
the appropriate balance of visual
to give the consumer everything
they need in a sock.”
VIM & VIGR: VIM & VIGR’s
compression socks, MSRP $29.9534.95, utilize advanced Gradient
Pressure knitting technology with
a variety of high-quality fabrics.
These socks offer a compression
level of 15-20 mmHg (millimeter
per mercury) with graduated
pressure that is tightest at the
ankle and lessens as it continues
up the leg. VIM & VIGR’s socks
are designed with a contoured
leg and heal and a soft toe pocket
for added comfort and increased
circulation.
“The performance sock market
has previously been focused on
the health and ﬁtness beneﬁts,
but now they are transitioning
to incorporate stylish designs,”
says Michelle Huie, founder and
CEO of VIM & VIGR. “Many kneehigh socks in various styles were
seen at the spring/summer 2015
fashion week. Consumers are
looking for products that help
everyday issues like leg swelling
and achiness. VIM & VIGR has
created contemporary and stylish
compression socks for men and
women that provide users with
added comfort and increased circulation to allow their legs to feel
better at the end of the day.”
FITS: The Center City Crew, MSRP
$19.99, is a unisex style with a
blend of style and performance. It
looks like a sock suited for a day
at the ofﬁce, but performs as one
meant for active and dynamic
situations. Technology in the
socks include patented features
around the Dynamic toe Cup that
eliminates extra bulk and the
heel lock that utilizes a patented
Y-Shape stitch that secures the
heel. FITS are manufactured by
Crescent Sock Co.
“Just because a sock performs,
it does not have to be dull and
boring,” says Cathy Allen of Crescent Sock. “Although the FITS
brand is focused around ﬁt and

performance, we do not want our
consumers to sacriﬁce fashion.
Fit, performance and fashion, all
combined, give you that extra
boost to get you ‘geared-up’ for
that next great adventure.”
Stance: The stylish performance
socks from Stance have made
a big impression on the industry. Stance makes four lengths
for men and three for women.
The tab, crew and over-thecalf appear in both men’s and
women’s with a quarter height for
men as well. The socks are 200
needle construction comprised
of blended performance ﬁbers, a
light cushion footbed, air channel cushioning and breathable
performance mesh. The crew
and OTC styles have graduated
compression.
“Stance saw a category that
had been taken for granted and
dismissed. There wasn’t any art
or genuine self-expression in
socks,” said Russell Nadel, run
category director at Stance. “We
were the brand that breathed life
into the market and have passionately been working on doing the
same for running socks. The best
team of sock technologists and
artists in the world worked on
this line, and we are seeing run
and ﬁtness consumers embrace
it for both the quality and the opportunity it gives them to express
their individuality. We believe the
Stance line will create major new
opportunities for retailers in their
sock assortments.”
Swiftwick: The Aspire One, available in Fusion Blue, Halo Green,
and Crave Pink, MSRP $13.99, is
part of Swiftwick’s most popular
line. The socks offer compression
beneﬁts with Managed Compression packed into a thin proﬁle.
Additionally, the socks come in a
deep selection of colors and cuff
heights.
“Consumers are attracted
to socks for their colors and
designs. However, what creates a
repeat customer is performance,
and that’s where our Swiftwick
team focuses the majority of our
efforts. Our Aspire and Vision
Team lines combine our superior
Managed Compression technology and performance quality with
fun colors and designs,” says
president Chuck Smith.
Darn Tough: The Beans 1/4
Sock Ultralight Women’s Run/
Bike Sock, MSRP $16, is for those
sportsinsightmag.com
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Feetures! High Performance Light Cushion
No Show Tab Socks, MSRP $11.99.

Wrightsock Stride Tab, MSRP $13.

Wigwam Ironman Run Fit Pro Low,
MSRP $13.99.

Fitsok F4, MSRP $25 (3-pack).

FITS Center City Crew,
MSRP $19.99.
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also doesn’t allow rocks and dirt
to slide down into the sock which
is a big complaint among low cuts
and no shows in this category,”
says Jeff Wheeler, VP–hosiery
sales at Sof Sole. “The trend continues to have fashion with function so the color accenting is still
playing a key role in this category
to match up with the shoes and
apparel following the Spring 15
and Fall 15 color patterns that our
product team has researched. As
usual, the Sof Sole line represents
a value/quality scenario that gives
consumers a great option to get
all of the quality features you get
in the shoe brands like Nike, Adidas, Under Armour, et cetera, but
at a value price. Running Select
socks are two-pair for $9.99 MSRP,
where most other true running
socks fall into a $8-12 price point
for a single pair.”
Goodhew: The company is
launching the Sockwell Rx Collection with a series of Therapeutic
Solutions that are fashionable,
fun, and highly functional. The
Sockwell Rx, Plantar Ease Crew
with Plantar Relief Technology,
MSRP $21.99, offers relief from
Plantar Fasciitis with ﬁrm compression that supports the plantar
fascia and achilles tendon. The
socks promote circulation and
minimize swelling, and are made
of highly breathable performance
cashmerino/bamboo.
“Technology and performance
combined with design and fashion
are the wave of the future,” says
Mercedes Marchand, VP–design
and merchandising at Goodhew/
Sockwell. “This is the very basis of
the creation of the Sockwell brand
which brings design and color to
Therapeutic socks that were once
relegated to a medicinal look and
not attractive and available to the
people who could beneﬁt from
this enhanced technology.”
Brooks: The Pacesetter Crew,
available in tab and crew styles,
MSRP $15-$17, is constructed with
targeted arch compression for the
perfect ﬁt. It has a mesh upper
foot panel for ventilation, strategically placed heel/toe cushioning
and a ribbed leg to ensure the
sock stays in place.
“It is a very exciting time in the
sock market as fashion, street and

sport have all begun to embrace
printed sock designs, and running is no different,” says Bennett Grimes, associate product
line manager, apparel at Brooks
Running Company. “Runners are
looking for something unique,
and socks have become a way
for them to show their individual
style. This season, we’ll launch
our ﬁrst sublimated socks in a
crew and a tabbed version that
feature an exciting, limited edition
design to complement our Kaleidoscope footwear collection.”
Drymax: The brand’s socks are
designed to keep feet dry and
eliminate the chance of blisters.
“We really do make performance
socks and worry less about their
looks because in the middle of a
run, marathon, game et cetera,
nobody looks down and thinks,
‘Wow, I am so glad I wore these
socks with the tartan pattern’,”
says Drymax president Gus
Blythe. “Some socks are easy on
the eyes and hard on the feet,
or made for the eyes and not
the feet. The seduction of wearing socks that look good versus
perform good is one reason why
there are 14,000 podiatrists (foot
specialists) who have to take care
of all of these feet.”
New Balance: The NBx Trail socks
have Cupron copper ion yarns in
the heel and toe that are EPA-registered to kill 99.9 percent of athlete’s foot fungus after 12 hours of
contact. The socks also have strategic cushioning in strike zones;
a seamless toe; NB Dry moisture
management; mesh panels and
are Made in the USA. Available in
crew and quarter styles; crew $15,
quarter $14. The Cupron technology is embedded into the yarn
and remains effective throughout
the life of the product.
Under Armour: The brand’s
Undeniable Crew socks stand out
with stylish colors and deliver
with performance features. The
socks have left/right construction
for an anatomical ﬁt and feature
moisture wicking properties to
keep the feet dry. ArmourBlock
anti-odor technology prevents the
groth of odor casuing microbes.
Embedded arch support reduces
foot fatigue and a seamless toe

and contoured “Y” heel offer a
comfortable ﬁt.
Wrightsock: The brand’s Stride
Tab sock, MSRP $13, features a
double layer with an integrated
system of two socks knit together
to reduce hot spots and blisters
from friction, moisture and heat. It
has proprietary Dri-WrightII polyester ﬁber and contoured heel
pockets to stop slipping.
2XU: The 2XU Compression Performance Run Sock sports some
bright colors and features zoned
breathability panels for maximum
airﬂow and comfort. The socks
have seamless, gradient zoned
compression panels for increased
blood ﬂow and maximum muscle
containment for increased performance and enhanced recovery
times. PWX compression fabric
supports the shin, calf, ankle,
Achilles and arch of the foot.
SmartWool: The Women’s PhD
Run Ultra Light Knee High is part
of the brand’s run sock collection
that has been redesigned using
gender-speciﬁc body-mapping for
ventilation.
The women’s socks are the
ﬁrst designed with a narrower
heel pocket and lower volume
silhouette (no shrink and pink).
One of the boldest pieces in the
new women’s-speciﬁc ﬁt run sock
line, the Knee High lends bold
aesthetics to a high-performance
run silhouette. All PhD Run socks
feature the 4 Degree Elite ﬁt system, which uses two elastics for
greater stretch and recovery.
“According to our research in
the outdoor, active and fashion
segments, consumers are looking
for a brand to bring them what is
relevant in the market, is on-trend,
and speaks to their personality
and how they intend to use the
product,” says Sue Jesch, SmartWool design director. “People
are looking for product that will
perform with them in-activity
and look good and perform outof-activity. The fusion between
the fashion and active markets
right now is apparent in high-end
fashion lines collaborating with
outdoor and active lines. We are
responding to this not just in our
sock line, but in the apparel line
as well.” O
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Zooming Ahead

BSXInsight wearable lactate threshold sensor, MSRP $299-$419

The Future Is Now
When it Comes to
Fitness and Tech.
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T

he wearable technology
category is growing by leaps
and bounds. More brands.
More products. More heat
surrounding the category. Here, we
take a glimpse around the category.
“Consumers are seeking products
that can fit into their lifestyle
and make their lives easier,” says
Josh Cates, co-founder and CEO
of Red Fox Wireless. “Making the
consumer’s life easier and more
enjoyable will be the primary focus
for technology and innovation going
forward.”
Red Fox Wireless aims to
provide “the total solution” for wire
free music. Redfox’s Edge Wireless
is a lightweight Bluetooth wireless
headset that doesn’t bounce or fall
out, uses single button features and
offers exceptional sound.
Sensoria Fitness Smart Socks are
“smart socks” with infused textile
pressure sensors. Paired with a

smartphone, they deliver accuracy
in step counting, speed, pace,
altitude gain and distance. They
also track foot landing technique,
running form, cadence as user runs.
An app provides real time virtual
coaching via audio cues.
“We believe that within the next
five years each one of us will wear
a piece of garment able to pick
up biometric data and provide
actionable feedback to the user,”
says Davide Vigano, CEO and
co-founder of Sensoria.
Another example of the merging
of clothing with technology is
Goldwyn’s new C3fit IN-pulse shirt
that monitors and measures heart
rate. There are no additional belts
or watches or wires. A wearable
sensor attaches to the shirt.
Regarding the future of the
wearable tech category, Christian
Schauf, VP–sales and marketing
for tech brand Pear, says, “It’s an
exciting industry to be in — with
more data, more sensors and more
focus on fitness, it’s only going to
continue to grow faster and faster.”
The Pear Training Intelligence
System consists of a Bluetooth
Heart Rate Monitor and Sport
Earphones that integrate with a
training app. It offers training plans
ranging from running to cycling to
high intensity interval training.
The Scosche Rhythm+ Armband
Heart Rate Monitor is an armband
optical heart rate monitor designed
as a replacement of the traditional
chest strap heart rate monitor.
The brand’s goal is to offer a lowcost comfortable, accurate heart
monitor that works on smart
phones and GPS watches.
“Two major hurdles for wearable
technology are simplicity and a lack
of content,” notes Joshua Duffy,
engineering manager at Scosche.
“Over time wearable tech will
become invisible and just work.”
The Soleus Thrive is a wearable
that has an optical sensor that
provides heart rate monitoring. It
offers instant heart rate monitoring
right at the wrist. Thrive also tracks
sleep and all day activity.
Jason Johnson, product
development director at Soleus,

feels that the future of the
wearables market “is still somewhat
unknown,” yet he adds that “Soleus
will continue to stay focused on the
core tracking metrics that we feel
most benefit our consumers in the
most accurate way possible.”
PulseOn, a Finnish company spun
off from Nokia, has also created an
optical sensor heart rate monitor.
The device is $199 and reads the
heart rate directly from the wrist
with no need for chest straps.
The new Liberty and Leap
Wireless products from Yurbuds
are the newest to the line of the
brand’s products with JBL sound.
Both feature full music and call
control, a smart battery that lasts
for more than six hours, amplified
JBL sound and are guaranteed to
never hurt or fall out, according
to the brand. Liberty Wireless are
Behind The Ear (BTE) wireless
sport earphones and Leap Wireless
are In The Ear (ITE) wireless sport
earphones. Both retail for $99.99.
In addition to high performance
sound, they are sweat proof
and feature Yurbuds’ TwistLock
technology that secures the buds
into the ear.
FreeWavz is a smart headphone
with integrated fitness monitoring
and Bluetooth technology. The wirefree earphones have built-in heart
rate and fitness tracking capabilities
and offer an ergonomic fit.
SMS Audio BioSport In-Ear
headphones, developed in
collaboration between SMS Audio
and Intel, deliver a high-quality
audio experience while gathering
actionable data on fitness progress.
The heart rate monitoring
headphones integrate biometric
sensors for fitness data collection,
allowing users to track goals and
progress.
The Timex Ironman One GPS+
is a full-featured GPS watch that
records, displays and downloads
performance metrics, and plays
music, too.
“We have seen the full gamut
of speculation and projection for
this category, and we view that
as extremely exciting,” says Sam
Martin, senior brand manager
sportsinsightmag.com
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calculate run power, a standard
runners have long been seeking to
accurately measure.
BSX Athletics’ BSXInsight
wearable lactate threshold sensor
offers a solution for endurance
athletes. Lactate threshold is the
single number that defines both
current athletic capacity and ideal
training zones. Until now, the only
way to obtain lactic threshold
was to pay an exercise scientist to
stick you with a needle multiple
times. BSXinsight offers instant
lactate threshold results without
performance lab visits or blood
draws.
The Runtastic Orbit is a new
wearable that allows users to
track daily movements, fitness
activities and sleep. Users can
count steps, distance, calories
burned, active minutes, sleep,
goals and ambient lighting;
monitor daily progress; and set
vibration alerts to go off after an
hour of inactivity. Runtastic’s
suite of apps and hardware
syncs data together, providing a
comprehensive overview of the
user’s health and fitness lifestyle.
“A main trend influencing the
next generation of wearables
is the move from tracking to
teaching,” says Josh Shaeffer,
VP–business development at
Runtastic. “Right now, wearables
provide users with an overview
of how far they walked and how
many minutes they were active.
But many consumers don’t
actually know how to use that
data to make lifestyle changes
that will help them achieve their
goals. The next generation of
devices will have to be smarter,
and not just provide data, but
also mine it to create customized
recommendations so each
user can learn to eat smarter,
train more efficiently and live a
healthier life.”
As we “zoom” towards the
future, the current trend of using
a fitness band to track activities
is evolving towards having our
activity tracked by smartwatches,
and then by clothing and
eventually by other devices that
operate in the background. It
will come down to which device
is able to translate the data into
meaningful information for the
end user. Says Shaeffer, “The
companies that can efficiently do
that will be the winners.” O

Suunto Ambit3 Run
MSRP $300

PulseOn heart rate monitor
MSRP $199

Red Fox Wireless Edge, MSRP $119.99

Yurbuds Liberty Wireless
sport earphones, MSRP

Pear Training Intelligence
System, MSRP $99.95

Garmin vivofit fitness band
MSRP $129.99-$169.99

Timex Ironman One GPS+, MSRP $399.95
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Timex Sports & Outdoors.
“Countless brands are diving
in head-first as they attempt to
ride this momentum. Ultimately,
a handful of core brands will
emerge as leaders.”
Endevr’s MyID Sport is the
official emergency ID of Ironman
Race series. Each MyID bracelet
is customizable for any medical
condition and comes with a free
online medical profile that is
updateable at any time.
Suunto’s new Ambit3 Run is
a Bluetooth enabled GPS watch
for runners for whom style, fit
and functionality are of equal
importance. Ambit3 Run has full
GPS navigation.
Looking to the future, Olli
Osara, regional commercial
director, Americas, Suunto,
notes that “the most important
technology improvements
are related to the accuracy of
different measurements (motion
tracking, GPS data), but perhaps
most useful for the consumers are
improvements in the overall user
experience. Bluetooth Smart for
example is a new technology, but
it enables us to build more user
friendly, seamless solutions for
the users, where they can use for
example mobile phones or tablets
as part of the solution instead of
having to open their computers
and connecting with cables.”
Wahoo Fitness’ Tickr X is a
workout wearable with memory.
Its built-in memory gives users the
freedom to train without a phone
— it captures heart rate, calorie
burn and duration from workouts
and syncs them to a phone later.
The Tickr X is compatible with
the most popular fitness apps.
Garmin’s new vívofit is a
stylish, lightweight fitness band
designed to turn good intentions
into lifelong habits. Vívofit greets
users with a personalized daily
goal, tracks their progress and
reminds them when it’s time to
move. Featuring a curved display
that always stays on, vívofit also
shows steps, goal countdown,
calories, distance, and time of
day.
Stryd is a wearable power
meter for runners that measures
running intensity across varied
terrain using the sport watches
and mobile devices runners
already use. The small device
uses sensing technology to

Freewavz earphones
MSRP $249

Runtastic Orbit, MSRP $99

Wahoo Tickr X, MSRP $99.99

Endevr MyID Sport, MSRP $19.95

Scosche Rhythm+ armband HRM,
MSRP $79.99
Soleus Thrive, MSRP $129

C3fit IN-pulse shirt

Sensoria Smart Fitness Socks
(2 pair) plus anklet and charge
MSRP $199

Stryd wearable power meter,
MSRP $149
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ATHLEISURE

Fancy Pants

Today’s Trendsetters Are Turning
Sweatpants into Fashion Staples.

Far left: LeBron James in Nike Tech Fleece pants. Above: Sweatpants in the Kanye West x Adidas
Originals Yeezy apparel collection.

By Suzanne Blecher

A

ctivewear is alive along
34th Street in New York
City. From DrJays to
Uniqlo, display windows
are showcasing the jogger, which
is a re-engineered, tailored version
of that old, ratty pair of sweatpants
unsuitable for any place outside the
house. At Uniqlo, a streamlined gray
pair is topped with a button-down
shirt and hoodie. At DrJays, the look
is sportier, with streamlined sweats,
a puffy vest and Nike sweatshirt.
H&M is awash in jersey in its David
Beckham collection.
The Nike Tech Fleece sweatpant
has been among the brand’s most
popular items over the past couple
of seasons. Its popularity among
trendsetters may have helped
spur the “stylish sweatpants”
22 • Sports Insight ~ March/April 2015

phenomenon. No doubt, the “fancy
sweatpant” trend is now prevalent
from the big boxes to the boutiques.
Moving uptown on Fifth Avenue,
J. Crew has sweats paired with
blazers in the women’s department.
Club Monaco’s tailored Seth Slub
Twill Jogger comes complete with
belt loops, a zip fly, slash pockets
and interior coin pocket. On
Madison Avenue, sweats are still
suitable. At Barneys you can find
Russell Westbrook’s Westbrook
XO Barneys New York x Jordan
color block double-face tech fleece
sweatpants.
This look is about “how to be
comfortable without looking like
a schlump,” jokes Andrew Praet,
trend consultant for This is Range.
Thanks to art and high fashion
influences, easy athletic pieces are
being elevated. Pieces like those in
sportsinsightmag.com

Above left to right: Champion Select collaboration with Urban Outfitters. (Photo courtesy of Urban Outfitters and photographer Devyn Galindo);
David Beckham for H&M, modelling a sweatpant style from the retailer’s Bodywear collection; and Tara Styles in Reebok’s Don’t Stress pant.

the Kanye West x Adidas Originals
Yeezy line are rooted in basics,
but exaggerated details and plays
on proportion make them runwayworthy looks for both men and
women. “There is also a lot of
influence from street,” says Praet,
with ’90s hip-hop fashion and
androgynous elements becoming
important. And of course, the
popularity of team sports plays
a factor — contributing to the
crossover of active pieces into
mainstream fashion, the exec said.
We are seeing joggers now
“mostly because of the emergence
of the athleisure macro trend,”
says Barbara Ebersberger,
head of Reebok Studio. Sweats
have become “a great option
beyond the legging and jeans
and it illustrates perfectly the
convergence of fashion and
sportsinsightmag.com

fitness,” she says. While Reebok
has turned out joggers and
Trackster pants in men’s training
for a few seasons now, “the look
is cool and becoming more and
more acceptable in sport. We
are even seeing our CrossFit
athletes wearing them at the box,”
Ebersberger says.
“Women are wearing joggers
for more than just for running
errands and as a key essential
piece of her wardrobe,” says Ned
Munroe, chief global design officer
at Champion. For a woman, that
may mean joggers, heels, a long
cardigan and blazer.
For Champion, which sells
sweats at sporting goods retailers,
Urban Outfitters and even trendy
specialty stores like Confederacy
and Odin, the goal is to take
something very traditional and

make it modern. With joggers,
updated details include banded
bottoms, wider waistbands and
a slimmer cut through the hip.
At the street end of Champion’s
collection, performance fabrics
converge with bonding and
reflective trim.
Whether sweats can work for
work is left up to the boss. In
the Todd Snyder + Champion
collaboration, athletic pieces
are complemented with wovens.
“The active shoe is such a strong
trend. You pair that with a jogger
that’s in a tweed and you throw
on a cardigan and maybe layer it
over a Henley or blazer and that is
one of the hottest looks out there
today,” Munroe says, adding, “It
is completely appropriate for the
workplace, depending on where
you work.” O
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A Look at
What’s Hot
and What’s
Coming Down
the Pike in the
Year Ahead.
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By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

S

porting goods retailers
have some wind at their
backs. While weakness
in hunting/firearms and
the golf business have been a
drag on earnings and profits,
firms are finally starting to
anniversary slumping sales and
there are signs that a cleaned-up
marketplace could be the light
at the end of the tunnel. And
footwear-wise, business looks
promising: strong trends and new
launches should bring excitement
to the marketplace — as well as
shoppers into the doors.
Paul Swinand, equity analyst
at Morningstar Inc. in Chicago,
says the channel as a whole is

seeing good things. It’s pretty
simple: “Sporting goods are
doing well,” he says. And Kate
McShane, managing director for
New York-based Citi Research,
says larger industry forces
are in the channel’s favor.
“Everybody we talk to in the
fashion world or in sport really
believes that the athletic trend is
a longer term trend.”
And that includes both the
continuation of some big-picture
stories – the always-increasing
importance of targeting the female
shopper and the importance of
the dominant athleisure trend
rushing full-speed ahead – as well
as some emerging opportunities,
like the maximal trend in running
gaining even more prominence, and

basketball continuing to steamroll
the competition, even in the
sporting goods channel.
Here, Sports Insight runs down
the most important happenings
in footwear looking ahead.
Hoop Hype: Dick’s Sporting
Goods CEO Ed Stack cited
basketball as the hottest
silhouette in footwear in the
retailer’s third-quarter earnings,
and Hibbett touted the category
as a double-digit growth driver
in its 2014 Q3 earnings and
says it would be making bigger
investments. And the good news
is, analysts say the trend looks
good to maintain strength in
2015. While the basketball game
as a whole is dominated by Nike
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Hoka One One Tor
Summit Mid WP

(which with Nike plus its Jordan
division together controls well
north of 90 percent of sales in
basketball), there’s been serious
heat around the release of
Under Armour’s Curry One, the
signature shoe for the Golden
State Warrior’s Stephen Curry
— Citigroup’s annual survey for
February’s All-Star Game tabbed
the shoe as the second mostanticipated release as predicted
by retailers, beaten only by the
latest signature shoe in Nike’s
LeBron juggernaut. (Strong sales
of Curry’s shoe since its February
drop auger well, too.)
Girls Run the World: Given all
the talk about it over the past
year, it seems almost overkill to
mention, but nonetheless: getting
the women’s market right – for
apparel and for footwear – is a
huge opportunity. Nike’s Mark
Parker, on a recent earnings call,
described it as a “cultural shift”
and characterized the chance to
bring men’s and women’s sales
closer to parity “tremendous.”
Every major athletic brand has
the female consumer in their
crosshairs.
That means big things for
apparel — for example,
Dick’s Sporting Goods’ Stack
told analysts on a March 3
conference call that further
promoting its Carrie Underwood
collaboration fitness apparel
line Calia, which launched at
the beginning of the month, is
the retailer’s big initiative going
forward. Footwear options with
both performance and lifestyle
appeal should see even more
prominence, in almost every
category.
Fit as Fashion: But it’s not just
women — the athletic-as-lifestyle
trend crosses genders and will
drive sales across the board.
And that means athletically
inspired casual and retro styles,
from court styles to slip-ons to
old-school running looks, will
continue to show strength in
2015. In fact, for some retailers
like Hibbett Sporting Goods,
lifestyle sales have been
eclipsing technical running after
that category’s long-running
dominance. Vans and Converse
are key players, but crossover

looks from technical players
will be part of the mix, too, and
new launches will try to walk
the line. Coming this month,
for instance, is the relaunch of
the Reebok Pump in running,
with more iterations and color
ways planned for the back half
of the year. According to Adidas
North America president Mark
King, the new Pump is made
to be used, but he tells Sports
Insight it’s also “a real hybrid of
function and style.”
Bigger Is Better: But don’t
count out performance running
entirely. Brands say they’re
continuing to see their neutral
cushioning styles entice runners
who felt left behind by more
minimal styles. This fall will see
updates to New Balance’s Fresh
Foam franchise with the men’s
and women’s $115 Hierro and
Brooks’ updated $150 Glycerin
13. And the maximal trend that’s
been so resonant in the RSA
world is poised to take on the
sporting goods channel as well:
this spring will see the debut of
Hoka One One in select accounts,
even as competitors bring their
own interpretation of the highstack-height, low-drop story to
the space.
Walk it Off: Walking shoes
are shedding their orthopedic
baggage. (Don’t believe us?
Check out our guide to the
category in this month’s
Footwear Insight.) Athletic new
styles from brands such as
Skechers and Ryka look light,
fast and fresh, and established
performance brand Saucony
is getting into the game with a
stylish new walking launch in
the Kineta Relay that targets
not only the walking crowd
but the aforementioned hotterthan-ever athleisure trend. (And
the style is being aimed at the
sporting goods and broader
mass channel, bringing the
brand’s performance cred into
the space.) There’s potential
here with proper support to
target a wide swath of age ranges
and make space for an additional
shoe in consumer’s closets,
especially as looks with more
lifestyle appeal take sure from
core running. O
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The power in sporting goods retailing in 2015 can no longer be contained inside four walls. Whether it is an app for
mobile retailing or an ability to order online and pick up in
the store, every retailer from the Big Dogs to the regional
players is in on the game. We call it the Omnichannel
Experience. It is a term that means different things to different retailers, but in a nutshell it comes down to one thing
— everything is related. Customers expect both an in-store
and online experience, along with the ability to research,
shop, return and keep in touch both physically and virtually.
Sporting goods retailers are still feeling their way in their
omnichannel efforts, but they have made significant progress
and continue to invest significant resources into perfecting the experience. But make no mistake about it, sporting
goods retailing is still first and foremost about getting customers into brick-and-mortar stores and servicing and selling
them there — “webrooming” has replaced “showrooming”
on the lips of retailers. It seems that customers aren’t using
stores to look at and try on products and then going home
to buy online. Rather, more are first researching products
on the web and then heading to the store to make the purchase in person. Go figure. In the 2015 edition of the Power
12 we explore this Omnichannel Experience with our own
checklist that looks at Affinity Programs, Mobile Apps and
e-commerce efforts at each of the 12 retailers profiled. This
checklist provides a fairly accurate portrayal of just where
the major players in sporting goods are in their omnichannel efforts. This exclusive Power 12 report is once again
compiled by contributing editors Michael Jacobsen and Tim
Sitek, industry veterans who have brought their combined
five decades of inside knowledge of the business of sporting
goods together with extensive personal interviews, public
reports and competitor and supplier comments to fill you
in on where the power lies in sporting goods in 2015. They
have been known to do a little webrooming of their own,
especially now that they know there is a term for it. Q
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ACADEMY SPORTS + OUTDOORS
It was a landmark year for the retailer from Texas as it continued its geographic expansion.

190 STORES IN
15 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
Katy, TX
WEBSITE
academy.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Rodney Faldyn,
CEO & President
Robert Frennea, EVP,
Chief Merch. Officer
SALES FOR 2014
$4 billion+

WHAT’S TRENDING
Private Strength:
Under the watchful eye
of owner KKR, Academy
has the financing to
continue its aggressive
expansion plans.
Upgrading:
The chain is using its
resources to fund its
omnichannel efforts,
including upgraded
e-commerce and social
media efforts to connect
with both loyal and new
customers.
Implementing It:
A new distribution center
in Tennessee, scheduled
to open early next year,
will help Academy better
service its growing
geographic footprint.
The implementation of
Oracle RMS is designed
to streamline the
process as well.
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RIGHT STUFF. LOW PRICE. EVERYDAY!!
The $4 Billion Retailer

A

s milestones go it
is pretty significant
within the business
of sporting goods
retail. For the first
time Academy Sports + Outdoors
surpassed the $4 billion in sales
mark in 2014, putting it in fairly
elite company with just a few other
members of the Power 12 that have
reached that lofty level.
It surpassed the $4 billion mark by
executing a game plan it has followed
for years.
“We are committed to our everyday
low price positioning and continue
to emphasize our regionally relevant,
locally merchandised product
assortment in every store,” says CEO
and president Rodney Faldyn.
He adds: “Academy offers a broad

assortment of athletic and casual
footwear and apparel, hunting, fishing
and camping equipment and gear
along with sports, fitness, recreation
and leisure products, including patio
and BBQ.” Simple enough.
With the full financial backing
of owner KKR, which “remains
committed to our strategic
plan,” according to the CEO,
Academy continues to expand its
geographic reach as well as filling
in existing markets. It opened 18
new locations in 2014 and also
expanded its footprint in two new
states this year with the opening
of its Evansville, IN, and Owensboro
and Louisville, KY, stores.
Faldyn says Academy will add
approximately 20 new stores in 2015,
including its entry into the Orlando,

FL, market in March with four new
locations in Kissimmee, Waterford,
Lake Mary and West Melbourne.
And more are certainly on the
way, according to Faldyn. “We will
continue to grow by adding stores
in new, contiguous and existing
markets,” he promises.
In addition to the brick-andmortar growth, Faldyn says the
chain is making a significant
investment in its omnichannel
efforts, with a focus on finding more
ways to reach its core customers.
“Our omnichannel strategy is to
put the customer first and ensure
they have shopping experiences
with Academy Sports + Outdoors
that align with their ever-changing
and growing expectations,” he says.
“The development of additional
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ACADEMY SPORTS + OUTDOORS
multichannel capabilities is an
ongoing journey for Academy.”
Part of that outreach is certainly the
expansion of its e-commerce business.
Faldyn and his team are finding this is
often a customer’s first contact with
the store.
“We are focused on academy.com
as a place where many customers
begin their journey with us,” he
explains. “It’s where we showcase
our brand and the breadth of our
product assortment as well as a
place for profitable sales. We are
continuously seeking ways to enhance
the customer’s online shopping
experience with us.”
He also points to the chain’s
significant social media presence
within its 15-state footprint. “We
view our social media channels as
another means to communicate and
engage with our loyal and passionate
customers in real time on a personal
and local level,” he adds.
A Busy Year
Academy remains one of the most
active retailers in sports in terms of
store openings and sponsorships.

Academy is quite active in terms of store openings and sponsorships.

Some highlights from SeptemberDecember 2014:
• Nov. 21: Academy opens stores in
Louisville and Middletown, KY.
• Nov. 21: Academy opens a store in
Denham Springs, LA, its third in the
Baton Rouge area.
• Nov. 14: It opens its first store
in Bastrop, TX, its 91st store
in the state. The store brings
approximately 125 jobs to the area.
• Oct. 31: Academy opens a
73,000-square-foot store in Memphis,
TN, its10th store in the state.

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Unlike
its big-box cousins,
Academy doesn’t reward
loyal customers. A call
to its customer service
hotline was greeted with
a friendly note that the
expanding chain doesn’t
“offer a loyalty program at
this time.”
Mobile Apps: There’s
no mobile app to lure
customers inside its
stores or to target
shoppers once they are
there. Instead, Academy

offers the promise of
weekly ads, discounts,
hot deals, special events
and more by signing up
for messages via e-mail
or text. A banner opens
when customers enter its
site, urging them to sign
up for the e-mail alerts.
Additionally, Academy
engages customers
through a wealth of social
media outlets.
E-Commerce: The chain’s
website gives customers
access to more products

than its stores even
stock. Customers can
also peruse more than
2000 clearance items
from football helmets to
facemasks and from bait
to backpacks. Additionally,
the site has been
optimized for viewing on
mobile and table devices.
Online merchandise can
be returned at any store.
The site’s video gallery
and buying guides provide
access to help customers
sort through their options
for gear and apparel.

OF NOTE
ACADEMY SPORTS + OUTDOORS is
ranked number 114 on Forbes’ list of
America’s Largest Private Companies.
• In late December, Academy Sports +
Outdoors donated bicycles to 30 students
in Notasulga, AL. “This is really grand
for our school and our community,” said
Brelinda Sullen, principal of Notasulga
School. “When it comes to the needs of the
community, Academy Sports has reached
out and shown that they care and they
are involved. Many of our kids struggle
economically, and a majority of them do
not have bikes,” she said.
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Thirty students received bikes this
year, adding to the 30 who received them
last year, according to Sullen. According
to a release from Academy Sports and
Outdoors, 15 girls and 15 boys received
bikes.
• In 2014 Academy implemented Oracle
Retail Solutions to support its growth
plans. According to the company, the
implementation of Oracle Retail solutions is
significantly reducing the time needed for
key allocation tasks and is promising even
more widespread benefits as the company
deploys additional optimization tools.

• Oct. 24: A 67,000-square-foot store
opens in Topeka, KS.
• Oct. 24: A 72,000-square-foot
Academy store opens in Denton, TX.
It is the chain’s 90th store in Texas.
• Oct. 17: Indiana and Kentucky get
their first Academy stores.
• Sept. 5: Academy opens a store in
Huntsville, TX.
Looking ahead, an Academy store
is scheduled to open by August in
Owasso, OK. The 62,200-square-foot
facility will be the third Academy
store in the Tulsa area. The store is
expected to generate $20 million in
annual sales, Chelsea Levo, Owasso’s
economic development director, said
last year. In October, the Owasso
City Council approved a $600,000
economic development incentive
agreement to bring Academy to
the city. It calls for the authority to
pay Owasso Investment Partners a
maximum of $600,000 from sales tax
generated by the store.
Long Term Growth
Early last year Academy began
construction on a distribution
center in Tennessee, its third in the
country, with plans to open in early
2016. “The new distribution center
will support the long-term growth
and continued expansion of Academy
Sports + Outdoors while enabling
us to provide our customers with
quicker access to their favorite sports,
outdoors and lifestyle products for
the entire family,” says Faldyn. The
distribution center – more than 1.6million square feet – will be near the
Highlands Industrial Business Park on
the west side of Cookeville.
Last month Academy announced a
multi-year partnership with Orlando
City Soccer Club beginning with
the team’s inaugural 2015 season
in Major League Soccer. The major
sponsorship coincides with the
opening of four stores in the state.

The retailer opened stores in Florida
located in Kissimmee, Waterford, Lake
Mary and Melbourne simultaneously
in March.
“There’s tremendous synergy
between our two organizations as we
both begin our expansion and we also
believe this reinforces our mutual
commitment to the local community,”
says John Hunewill, Academy VPbrand marketing.
As part of the sponsorship,
Academy Sports + Outdoors is now
the Official Sporting Goods Retailer of
Orlando City Soccer Club. In addition
to having the opportunity to interact
with fans at the team’s home games,
Academy will also support the team’s
youth development program and a
variety of soccer camps and clinics for
the community.
Perfect Partners
“Timing is everything and for
Academy and our fans the timing
of this partnership just days before
our inaugural MLS game on March
8 is ideal,” said Orlando City
president and founder Phil Rawlins
when the deal was announced in
early February.
The Orlando City sponsorship
is just the latest in a series of
sponsorship deals/store openings in
the past 12 months.
For example, in July as it
opened its third Baton Rouge
area store in Denham Springs,
LA, it also announced a renewal
of its partnership with the New
Orleans Saints and LSU Tigers. The
71,000-square-foot store is its 17th
in Louisiana and third in the Baton
Rouge area. Academy is the official
sporting goods retailer of the New
Orleans Saints, CCA Louisiana and
LSU Athletics.
Also in July, Academy entered the
Louisville market with a third store
stores as it announced a partnership
with the University of Louisville
and the University of Kentucky. The
third planned Louisville area store
is located in Elizabethtown and will
open this year. Academy had already
opened stores in Louisville and
Middletown in late 2014. Academy
Sports + Outdoors is now an Official
Corporate Partner of Louisville
Athletics.
And back in June Academy renewed
its partnerships with the University
of Alabama and Auburn University. It
is an official sponsor of the Alabama
Crimson Tide and the official sporting
goods retailer of Auburn. Q
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BIG 5 SPORTING GOODS
Big 5 faces some big challenges as it carves out its “neighborhood” niche.

Big Questions
436 STORES IN
12 WESTERN STATES
(California remains its
largest market)
HEADQUARTERS
El Segundo, CA
WEBSITE
big5sportinggoods.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Steven Miller,
Chairman, CEO & President
Barry Emerson,
CFO, SVP & Treasurer
Shane Starr,
Senior VP – Operations
Boyd Clark,
Senior VP – Buying
Richard Johnson,
Executive VP
SALES FOR 2014
$977.9 million

WHAT’S TRENDING
Gunning for Sales: Big 5
benefitted tremendously
two years ago as
Americans rushed to buy
firearms, but its comp sales
misfired when Americans
were done re-arming.

F

or a company with a
number in its name, it
makes sense to view the
past year through the
prism of its numbers.
For Big 5 Sporting Goods, that view
in 2014 was not always the sunniest,
especially after a year (2013) that saw
a 5.6 percent sales increase, along
with 3.9 percent same store growth.
Those would be hard numbers to
replicate, especially since even that
year’s fourth quarter numbers started
declining due to factors ranging from
softer firearms sales to a continuing
weak California economy.
So let’s recap the past year from
strictly a numbers standpoint.
First Quarter
The Numbers: Net sales were $231.3
million, down from $246.3 million.
Same store sales declined 7.9 percent,
compared to an increase of 10.5
percent the year prior. Gross profit
was $72.7 million, compared to $80.5
million.
The Explanation: These results reflect
the reduction in demand for firearms
and ammunition, as well as weak
sales of winter-related products due
to unseasonably warm conditions in
most of its western markets.
Store Count: Four stores closed, two of
which were part of relocations, and it
ended the quarter with 425 stores.

Second Quarter
The Numbers: Net sales were $231.2
million, compared to net sales of
$239.9 million. Same store sales
declined 4.9 percent compared to an
increase of 4.4 percent. Gross profit
was $75.6 million, compared to $79.7
million, and gross profit margin was
32.7 percent versus 33.2 percent.
The Explanation: This reflects a
continued reduction in demand for
firearms, as well as general softness in
the overall consumer environment.
Store Closings: Big 5 opened two
stores, ending the quarter with 427
stores. It anticipated opening 12 net
new stores in 2014.
First Half Update: The numbers for
the first half of the year add up to a
net sales decrease to $462.4 million
from $486.2 million. Same store sales
decreased 6.4 percent, compared to an
increase of 7.4 percent for the first half
of 2013. Net income was $4.6 million,
compared to $13.6 million.
Third Quarter
The Numbers: Net sales increased to
$265.1 million, compared to $259.1
million for the third quarter of 2013.
Same-store sales increased 1.0
percent compared to an increase of
1.4 percent a year earlier. Gross profit
was $86.1 million, compared to $87.8
million in the third quarter of the prior

year and gross profit margin was 32.5
percent versus 33.9 percent.
The Explanation: The decrease in
gross profit margin was driven by a
decrease in merchandise margins,
reflecting the impact of promotional
activity, as well as increases in
distribution and store occupancy
costs as a percentage of net sales.
Store Count: Big 5 opened four stores
during the quarter, one of which was
a relocation, and closed two stores as
part of relocations, ending the quarter
with 429 stores. It anticipated opening
10 new stores in the fourth quarter.
Fourth Quarter
The Numbers: Net sales increased to
$250.3 million from $248 million and
fourth-quarter earnings slumped 46.1
percent to $2.8 million. Same store
sales decreased 0.5 percent and gross
profit margin was 31.6 percent, versus
32.6 percent. The decrease in gross
profit margin was driven primarily by
a decrease in merchandise margins of
13 basis points, as well as an increase
in distribution and store occupancy
costs as a percentage of net sales.
Net income for the quarter was $2.8
million, compared with $5.2 million a
year earlier.
The Explanation: “After producing
same-store sales in the positive low
single-digit range for our October
and November periods, our holiday

All In: Despite what some
think, Big 5 is a full-price
retailer that works closely
with its vendors for new
products and state-of-theart merchandising.
Sunny California: The
economy in its biggest
market is trying to
rebound, but a better
recovery would mean a
better bottom line.

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD SPORTING GOODS STORE
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BIG 5 SPORTING GOODS
period sales declined in the low
single-digit range, which brought
our fourth quarter sales below
expectations,” says Steven G. Miller,
Big 5 chairman, president and CEO. He
also cited weaker than expected sales
of firearm-related products and soft
sales in winter-related business as a
result of significantly warmer weather
prior to Christmas. For the quarter,
same-store sales in its apparel and
footwear categories increased in the
low single-digit range and hardgoods
sales decreased in the low single-digit
range, primarily reflecting the softness
of firearm-related products.
Store Count: Big 5 opened 10 stores in
the quarter, ending the year with 439.
Full Year Update: Put all the numbers
together and they add up to a tough
year. Net sales decreased to $977.9
million from $993.3 million. Same store
sales decreased 2.9 percent for the full
year. Net income in fiscal 2014 was
$14.9 million, compared to net income
in fiscal 2013 of $27.9 million.
According to Miller, 2015 got off to
a positive start, as same store sales
increased in the low double-digit
range for January on the strength of
outstanding winter weather conditions
over the holiday period. But then the
weather turned and as a result same
store sales declined in the low singledigit range for its February period. For
the first quarter, sales were comping
up in the low-mid-single-digit range.

“We are encouraged that over
the course of the quarter we have
experienced strength in a number of
our non-winter product categories,
which has contributed to each of our
three major merchandise categories
comping positively for the period to
date,” Miller adds.
These numbers aren’t terrible, but
they are not setting the world on fire,
either. Even independent analysts
realize that.
Barron’s, for one, remains somewhat
bullish and understands the soft
numbers are related to gun and ammo
sales. In one mid-2014 opinion, it
pointed out that if guns and ammo
and winter products are stripped out,
same store sales rose at a low-singledigit pace early in the year. Beyond
the second quarter, “we certainly feel
we’re in a position to produce positive
comps,” Miller said in an earnings call.
Big 5 has been working to expand
its merchandise lineup by adding
higher-margin name-brand goods. The
strategy aims to return the company
to pre-recession operating margins of

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: There’s
no rewards program for loyal
customers. However, Big
5 does offer a 10 percent
discount for signing up for
its e-team. Customers then
receive weekly e-mails,
special discounts and offers,
and weekly ads. There are
also incentive programs for
teams and leagues. Once
enrolled, teams and leagues
request a rebate earning
period that covers no more
than 10 days. Rebate flyers
can then be distributed to all
team or league participants.
All purchases then generate
a five percent cash rebate.
Team or league members
also receive reward coupons
after every transaction.

Big 5 also offers
customized team discount
coupons that dovetail with
specific sports and seasons.
Registration is done in-store
and then coupons are sent
every couple of weeks.
Mobile Apps: No app
for shopping at Big 5.
Instead, its e-team drives
business. Customers
are asked to select their
three favorite categories
so offers drill down to
their interests. Customers
can also download the
Yowza app from iTunes to
receive coupons on their
smartphones, tablets, Macs
or PCs. And there’s an
option to receive texts from
Big 5 as well.
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six to eight percent. Mark Smith, an
analyst at Feltl, notes in a report that
the goal is attainable and predicts
margins will improve to 4.8 percent in
2015 from 3.9 percent last year.
That optimism was echoed later
in the year by seekingalpha.com, an
investment site, which pointed out that
since investors still like to see rising
revenues, a third quarter net sales
increase to $265.1 million from net
sales of $259.1 million was a positive
sign. (This was before the weaker
fourth quarter sales.) But even better,
the revenue growth is not just from
more stores. Organic growth also took
place with same-store sales increasing
by 1.0 percent for the quarter.
At the time, Big 5 boasted a solid
set of financial ratios, according to the
site. Starting with the price-to-earnings
ratio and comparing it to competitors,
the stock was trading at 19 times
trailing earnings and 15 times forward
earnings. This is better than Dick’s
Sporting Goods.
One large step forward for Big
5 in the past year was the much-

OF NOTE
E-Commerce: Big 5 finally
entered the world of
cybershopping, but is still
rolling out its offerings. All
products come with a line
stating whether they are
available online and in-store,
or in-store only. That’s okay
for big items such as a
kayak, but not a pair of Body
Glove sandals. Much works
needs to be done to satisfy
customers who want to shop
with their fingers. Anything
bought online can be
returned in store. However,
customers who prefer to
ship back an online purchase
must call and get a return
merchandise authorization.
The site also has been
optimized for viewing on
mobile devices.

DURING THE FOURTH quarter,
Big 5 opened 10 new stores,
ending the year with 439 stores.
But during the first quarter of
2015 it closed three stores,
one as part of a relocation that
began last year, and anticipates
opening one store. For the full
year, it anticipates opening
approximately 10 net new stores.
• In early October a 22-year-old
Burbank (CA) man was arrested
after he allegedly robbed a
Big 5 Sporting Goods store at
knifepoint, using an on-display
knife, police said. And in midDecember Ricky Arnsten, 43,
pleaded Not Guilty to charges of
burglary, malicious mischief and
unlawful possession of a firearm.
He had barricaded himself inside a
closed Big 5 store.

anticipated completion of its
e-commerce platform. Miller reported
in late October that the site was finally
up and running.
“We’re pleased to announce that the
site went live to the public last week,”
he told analysts. “We are beginning
with a phase-in soft launch of our
e-commerce offering, which means
that we will gradually ramp up the
product assortment and our marketing
efforts surrounding the site.”
Miller projected that the full Big 5
assortment will be available in the first
half of 2015. “We’re ramping it up really
on an ongoing basis, we would expect
by the holiday period that we will have
a substantial portion of our product
line available and more to come as we
proceed forward into 2015,” he said in
late October.
Miller did not expect Big 5’s
e-commerce sales to be significant to
the fourth quarter and the first impact
would be felt in 2015.
“We are not moving to e-commerce
to be a less profitable company,”
Miller added. “We’re well aware of
the challenges that other retailers
have had and we’re going to try and
navigate the e-commerce landscape
in a manner that will enable us to
be a more profitable and successful
business.”
And the good news, added Barry
Emerson, SVP, CFO and treasurer,
is that all of the development costs
appear to be behind it. “I think that
clearly we’re not expecting additional
planning and development costs to
drag into 2015,” Emerson said. “We
will just have operational costs going
forward into 2015.”
Beyond the numbers, whatever
sales growth Big 5 is able to achieve
in 2015 – or at least hold its own –
will be attributable to its excellence
as a sporting goods retailer and
its commitment to its sales and
marketing philosophy.
Contrary to some appearances,
Big 5 is most certainly not an EDLP
seller. Other than its closeout
specials, which admittedly lends to
its reputation, Big 5 is not even the
lowest priced sporting goods store in
its western neighborhood.
What it does compete on is its muchheralded ability to work in conjunction
with its vendors on closeouts, a
strategy made more difficult in recent
years as more vendors, especially in
footwear, have their own outlets to
dispose of old inventory. Q
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CITY SPORTS
From urban to suburban locations, City Sports is flexing its muscles up and down the East Coast.

26 STORES IN
8 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
Boston, MA
WEBSITE
citysports.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Edward Albertian,
President & CEO
Andrew Almquist, CFO
Lauren Blanda,
GM, Merchandising
Ryan Peters,
Director of E-commerce
Eve Bould,
Director of Marketing
SALES FOR 2014
NA (Private)

WHAT’S TRENDING
Moving Out: City Sports
is now much more than an
urban store as it executes
its expansion plans. It even
opened a store in a New
Jersey suburb of Westfield,
which is most definitely not
a city.
Tech Leads: It now has
a dedicated e-commerce
effort and its omnichannel
strategy is one of the more
progressive in sporting
goods retailing. Tech-savvy
urban customers expect
nothing less.
Dollars and Sense: Being
privately held gives it
flexibility to invest resources
where they are needed, but
City Sports is still competing
against some larger, more
well financed competitors.
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OUTFITTING ATHLETES SINCE 1983
The Goldilocks Approach

W

ith stores stretching from Vermont
to Washington,
D.C., and formats
ranging from urban
to suburban, you would think City
Sports might have a difficult time defining exactly who its core customer
is. Turns out, that’s not a problem.
Need proof? Its mix of loyal customers, visitors to its city locations and
brand message resulted in more than
150,000 of the iconic City Sports Tshirts being sold in 2014.
Now that’s a chain with a brand
name.
“City Sports occupies a distinct
niche catering to active city dwellers
with a curated assortment of specialty brands you can’t find anywhere
else,” explains CEO Edward Albertian.
“Our differentiation lies in our deep
understanding of the needs of the
urban athlete.”
Now around for more than 30
years, City Sports can no longer claim
to be the new kid on the block and,
indeed, it is flexing its more mature
muscles in some of the most competitive retail situations in the country. In
every market it goes head to head not
only with Dick’s and Sports Authority,
but also Modell’s and a host of other
regional chains and specialty stores.
“We’ve found that our Goldilocks
merchandising approach – offering
the right assortment, not too much
and not too little – continues to set

us apart,” Albertian says. “Customers
can use us as a one-stop-shop within
city limits, without having to brave
the chaos of a big-box store.”
As it expands up and down the
Eastern seaboard, City Sports is
also faced with challenges unique
to each market. Albertian says the
chain’s relatively small size allows it
to adapt to each of these markets as
it expands.
“Each market is unique and we tailor our approach accordingly, given
local competitors, customer preferences and so on,” he says. “While our
overarching strategy, messaging and
merchandising remain consistent
across all our markets, we make small
but meaningful adjustments to our
assortment, merchandising and messaging to speak to local customers.”
“We’ll always be a Boston-based
brand, with over 30 years of history
here, but we’re a local player in each
of our home markets,” he says.
With its roots undeniably in Boston, City Sports is spreading its wings
and in 2014 it went even farther afield
with the opening of three stores, two
of which are in new markets in New
Jersey and Long Island. (This is in
addition to three remodeled stores.)
This geographic and market expansion – especially as more suburban locations are added – places a particular challenge to the marketing team,
now headed by director of marketing
Eve Bould, who joined the company

in January, and merchandising, which
is in the hands of general manager–
merchandising Lauren Blanda.
“Though there are a significant
number of parallels between all our
stores and markets, there are some
unique challenges with the suburban
customer base versus our urban customer base,” points out Blanda. “The
demand for youth is much greater in
our suburban stores, as you’d expect,
and women’s contribution is also
much higher.”
“Suburban markets present an
exciting opportunity to cater to active
families,” adds Bould. “Driving brand
awareness is a big focus in our newer
suburban stores.”
Blanda says the chain’s merchandising mix is always adapting to new
opportunities, trends and customer
demand and that electronics have
been a huge growth category.
Its footwear business has been driven by technical run and City Sports
has expanded its lifestyle sneaker
business. “We’ve invested strategically in a youth assortment and it’s
seen huge growth year over year,”
Blanda adds. Its youth assortment is
much larger and typically gets better
placement in the suburban stores,
as does women’s. Tourists play a big
role in its urban doors and along with
city dwellers drive higher tickets.
“The city doors allow us to push
the envelope on price a little higher,”
she says.
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playdry
fabric

tnt hood

385F TNT FULLZIP HOOD
100% polyester Playdry brushed back ﬂeece
Printed Reebok Freeze pattern on body and hood
Team color sleeves
Screen printed team logo with gel cover on chest
Media pocket with eyelet access

REEBOK FREEZE PATTERN
Inspired by water freezing and crystalizing at the microscopic level.

freeze print

by the League’s players, coaches and
staff before, during and after games.
“Center Ice represents the best
of the best,” says Jim Haskins. “It’s
driven by function, authentic team
colors and seasonal design markers
that combine to create an iconic look
for the entire collection.”
Each item in the line features
neon green and cool gray trims and

EACH ITEM IN THE
LINE FEATURES
NEON GREEN AND
COOL GRAY TRIMS
AND INTERNAL
DETAILS TYING
EACH OF THE
PIECES TOGETHER.
internal details tying each of the
pieces together. “This is a key visual
cue guaranteeing to the consumer
that each item is an authentic Center
Ice product,” says Reebok’s Design
Director Dominique Fillion.
Center Ice breaks down into

two lines: Locker Room, the styles
favored by coaches and trainers, and
Travel and Training (TNT), designs
that cater to the on- and off-ice needs
of NHL players.
For Fall 2015, the Locker Room
graphic has been updated for the first
time since its introduction five
years ago. “We saw a need
in the market for a bolder
statement,” says Keith
Leach, Go to Market
Director for Reebok
International Ltd. “The
new, high-contrast
color blocking is right
on trend, but the
team logo remains
the central point.
Each piece is
a reflection of
team pride.”
The reinvigorated graphic features
a custom-designed
athletic font and
a linear bar that
adds team color

Players wear Supremium performance T-shirts under their uniforms.
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Above:
Patrice
Bergeron,
Boston
Bruins.
Below: Alex
Galchenyuk,
Montreal
Canadiens

pop to items like the coach’s polo and
the new Supremium performance
T-shirts that players wear under their
uniforms. Manufactured with Reebok’s
highest-performing polyester fabric,
the Supremium tee features Playdry
which wicks away moisture and has
the soft feel of cotton, though it’s
far more durable than traditional cotton tees.
“We want to move
people away from cotton
T-shirts and into a real
performance tee,” says
Leach. “That’s why
we’re launching the
new graphic on the
Supremium tee and
positioning it in
NHL team shops,
the NHL Powered
by Reebok flagship store
in New York City and
some of our bigger retail partners, like Dick’s
Sporting Goods in the
U.S. and Canadian
Tire/Sport Chek in
Canada.”
Also popular at

retail is the quarter-zip pullover that’s
become the all-but-official favorite
top of NHL coaches in the practice
rink and at the press podium. It’s
made of Reebok’s patented Playdry
moisture management fabrics in a
streamlined solid team color that
showcases the unique fabric textures,
highlighted by contrasting teamcolor trims and finishes.
“It’s a great piece in the locker room
because it’s so versatile,” says Dominique Fillion. “Plus, it can be used as an
additional layer under a jacket.”
The Locker Room warm-up jacket
features medium-weight Playdry
performance fleece detailed with the
signature “Lift Off ” quilting pattern
and a team-color zipper. In cold
weather the jacket can be zipped and
snapped into a mid-weight shell with
poly-fill quilted lining.
But the top-of-the-line item in the
Locker Room collection is the Rink
Jacket, made of two durable lightweight
fabrics that provide plenty of wind
resistance when in motion. It also features an interior mesh venting system
that adjusts to movement, fixed back

dynamic cut lines

THE OVERSIZED
LOGOS OF THE TWO
TEAMS PLAYING
FOR THE CUP WILL
BE FEATURED
ON FLEX-FITTED
HATS FEATURING
THE GRAY FREEZE
PATTERN.
vents that allow warm air to escape and
elongated front pockets with two-way
zippers and mesh pocket bags. The
shell also displays Reebok’s new Freeze
pattern, inspired by the microscopic
look of crystallized ice.
“It’s our premium jacket,” says
Fillion. “It’s wind- and water-resistant,
performance-driven and easy to wear.”
The Travel and Training collection is
all about the players. “The look is faster
and more aggressive,” Fillion says.
“TNT is focusing on the lifestyle-performance needs of the athlete.
The Freeze pattern that is so subtle
on Locker Room items is much more
prominent on TNT products, such as
the zippered hoodie that players wear

interior stretch mesh backing

while warming up before a game. Made
with lightweight Playdry brushed back
fleece, the team-colors on the sleeves
complement the gray Freeze pattern
that’s printed on the body and hood.
The piece is also distinguished by the
unique execution of the team logo, a
high-definition gel print.
Similar treatments will apply to the
short sleeve and long sleeve performance shirts that will debut this fall,
along with a versatile pullover hood.
Consumers can get a sneak peek
during the 2015 Stanley Cup Final,
when the two teams playing for the
championship will don hoodies customized with each player’s number and
a Stanley Cup sleeve patch.
The Center Ice line will be topped
off with a new collection of headwear,
including a new line of caps that will
be introduced during the Stanley Cup
Final. The oversized logos of the two
teams playing for the Stanley Cup will
be featured on flex-fitted hats featuring
the gray Freeze pattern.
“Our offerings are going to be deep,
from performance polos and T-shirts
to tops that address every environment,

including frigid practice rinks and
heated locker rooms,” says Reebok’s
Leach. “The Center Ice line is a great
example of how we are able to keep
driving the NHL’s authentic look and
feel with a style that’s a little younger
and more progressive.”
“We’re excited to showcase the
new Locker Room Graphic at the
2015 NHL Stanley Cup Final,” says
NHL Marketing Manager at Reebok
Erica Tappin.
The creative campaign launching in
the fall will help bring the Center Ice
collection to life by telling an authentic
story in a bold way. “The campaign
will be enhanced with player imagery
of our endorsed athletes, like Patrice
Bergeron. We are partnering with our
NHL Powered by Reebok flagship
store and key retailers to drive the 2015
Center Ice Collection in-store, digitally
and socially this fall.”
With the Stanley Cup Playoffs about
to begin, the sports spotlight is set to
shine brightly on the NHL. Reebok execs say they’re ready to ensure retailers
can celebrate along with the players
and the fans. O

4348 SUPREMIUM TEE
Moisture wicking, 100% polyester Playdry fabric with cotton hand feel.
Raglan construction with heathered colors ties back to what the
athletes wear.

bold color
blocking

integrated ventilation

GRAPHIC
Modernized linear graphic with speciﬁcally designed athletic font.

rain + wind
resistant

Linear bar adds team color pop and ties back to the center line on ice.
Available in name and number as well.
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THE STARTING LINE UP, NHL’S POWER 6
DICK’S SPORTING GOODS
Dick’s Sporting Goods continues to lead the sporting goods category with best-in-class NHL merchandising. Dick’s doubled
up on NHL Super Shops in 2014, increasing the total to six in key NHL markets: Boston, Chicago, New York City, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, and St. Louis. Custom fixture build-outs, exclusive graphics packages and a year-round NHL presentation punctuate the speed, power, and color of the game alongside a wider and deeper selection of premium authentic, lifestyle and fan
merchandise. The aesthetic and broad product offering is complimented by Dick’s best-in-class e-commerce and m-commerce
with every item in the assortment available online.
LIDS SPORTS GROUP (LSG)
Lids continues to be ahead of the trend with the best in hockey headwear and apparel. The Lids tagline “Any Team, Any Time,
Any Where” is more than a slogan, it’s a testament to Lids’ impressive expansions and 30-team presentations. Lids boasts the
largest North American NHL retail footprint. Their recent acquisition of Western Canadian retailer Jersey City and addition of
nearly 200 Lids Locker Rooms inside Macy’s doors brings the NHL to over 1,000 retail destinations across the U.S. and Canada.
Lids capitalizes on key NHL authentic products and fresh, fashionable assortments by promoting the hottest products at strategic times during the NHL calendar.
NHL TEAM STORES
No longer simply souvenir stores, NHL Team Shops have evolved into sophisticated retail destinations. Locally flavored atmospherics set the stage, while interactive technology brings the energy of an NHL game to life on sales floors across the 30 member-club arenas. Assortments are far from standard: arena-exclusive products featuring hyper-local taglines or graphics, wide
selections of on-ice authentic collections, game-used memorabilia and custom jersey capabilities challenge and frequently
exceed the status quo in a given market. The elevation of the NHL Team Shops has been embraced by fans and member-clubs
alike who recognize these flagships are tangible crown jewels in their brands’ marketing efforts.
CANADIAN TIRE CORPORATION
Canadian Tire Corporation (CTC) parents a powerful family of Canadian retail brands with over 1,000 stores across the
country. CTC stores Sport Chek and Sports Experts (Quebec province) exemplify the company’s hockey-first strategy at retail
implementing an “all doors, all teams” inventory approach. Pro Hockey Life, another CTC store brand, showcases a broad
assortment of hockey equipment complemented by high-end apparel and headwear. Canadian Tire, the “Official Retailer of
the NHL” offers value driven NHL products in a superstore environment featuring exclusive collections of NHL apparel and
must-have novelties.
SHOP.NHL.COM - FANATICS
Shop.NHL.com is a partnership between the NHL and e-commerce giant Fanatics. Shop.com’s vast array of product puts NHL
merchandise at the fingertips of hockey fans around the world. Shop services Authentics, Vintage, Hot Market, Men’s, Women’s,
Girls, Boys and Customizable products. Likewise, Fanatics stocks all 30 teams, commemorates every NHL milestone, aligns with all
league events, and merchandises for seasonal initiatives. Whether displaced or ordering from a local market, a trip to Shop.NHL.
com can help fans inject team spirit into their daily routines. Fanatics also serves as event and arena concessionaire to a prominent
clientele and most recently served as the Official concessionaire for the 2015 Bridgestone NHL Winter Classic in Washington, D.C.
KOHL’S
NHL fans at every age and every life stage need look no further than Kohl’s for a family-friendly shopping experience. As the
leader in the department store space, Kohl’s puts a well-rounded NHL assortment within neighborhoods of fans across North
America. Leveraging relationships with brands like Old Time Hockey, Reebok and Majestic, Kohl’s addresses customers’ affinity for hockey by highlighting must-have NHL apparel. Recognizing that convenience is key for shoppers with families, Kohl’s
offers blended shopping services that include in-store pickup, ship-from-store, e-commerce/mobile platforms, multi-channel
discounts and loyalty programs.O
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NHL YOUNG STARS POWERED BY REEBOK

T

he clearest indicator of the NHL’s rosy future at retail is the
League’s skyrocketing popularity with kids. Toys, plush products
and street hockey sales have experienced double-digit growth
year after year and the EA NHL ’15 video game achieved record
sales this season. The most exciting sector is children’s apparel. Overall sales
are up 19 percent over last year. Shop.NHL.com numbers are 52 percent higher and the NHL Powered by Reebok flagship store in New York City has experienced a 25 percent surge in sales of kids’ products.
The hottest category has been Reebok activewear, from performance tops
and hooded sweatshirts to T-shirts and jerseys. Reebok’s 2015 collection features fresh tees, bold headwear and hooded sweatshirts that look like jerseys,
with a hockey hem and mesh inserts. Highlights include a new freeze pattern
inspired by the geometric structure of ice, sublimated striping, and the bright
green and cool gray trim that distinguishes the entire Center Ice line.O

1

4

3

2

1. Rangers Retro Skate pullover hood by Reebok. 2.
Flyers Drop Pass full zip hoodie and tassel knit by
Reebok. 3. Bruins Breakway Center Ice TNT long sleeve
tee and knit hat by Reebok. 4. Flyers offside poly ﬂeece
hoodie by Reebok. 5. Rangers Reebok Hockey Homage
long sleeve printed crew with vintage CCM cap.
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City Sports

All For One as an Omnichannel Strategy
City Sports CEO Edward Albertian stresses that omnichannel efforts dominate its
strategy for good reason — consumers demand it. “We find customers walking
into our retail locations having mapped our location on their phone, placing orders
on their mobile device and then visiting our retail stores for an exchange or to try
on merchandise,” he says. “You can’t separate one channel from another. From
the consumer’s perspective, it’s all one company, and that’s the way we operate
internally as well.” Sports Insight asked Ryan Peters, recently appointed director of
e-commerce, to explain the chain’s omnichannel strategy in 2015.
What is your omnichannel strategy?
“One of the main goals for the web
team is to focus on bringing what
makes our stores great to the site. We
strive to mirror the presentation and
specialty service that any customer
would receive at our stores. Citysports.
com is used as the main point of communication to our customer base.”

where brick-and-mortar stores are
present. However, this year we’ve seen
tremendous growth from out-of-market
urban centers.”

Any specific initiatives?
“This year we have focused on targeted
e-mail campaigns to drive awareness
and traffic to specific store events and
promotions. Each store location is also
equipped with iPads on the sales floor
that employees can use to fulfill orders
for a customer that might not be able
to find a size or color in-store. We offer
free shipping to the customer’s house
for all in-store iPad orders.”

Are inventory and purchasing for your
e-com business still done together? Is
shipping still done out of your DC?
“All inventory and purchasing is still
done together and as the business
becomes more meaningful we’re reassessing some of these efficiencies.
We still do ship all of our orders out of
Wilmington MA, but earlier this year
invested in a dedicated e-commerce
fulfillment center.”

What have been the successes in
growing your e-commerce business
and are you where you want to be?
“Citysports.com has had a great year
in growing new traffic and revenue
channels. In 2014 we launched an affiliate network, expanded our offerings
into more shopping engines and also
focused on organic growth.”
What are the unique challenges?
“One that has arisen over the past few
years is the increased level of competition in shared platforms such as comparison shopping engines. To combat
this we have focused on improving our
unique content on the site as a way to
mirror our in-store service and presentation and set us apart from the pack.”
Who is your e-commerce customer?
“We definitely cater to the urban athlete
and the majority of our core shoppers
on e-commerce are from markets
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What percentage of sales are now
coming online and what is the goal?
“Citysports.com currently accounts for
about eight percent of overall sales.”

What’s new in the social media area?
“We’re focusing on not only communicating our major messages through
social, but also engaging our customer
base through these platforms. We’re
ramping up the amount of contests and
polls we do. By pushing engagement
through contests and hashtags, we’re
encouraging users to submit product
photos and store reviews to build up
consumer content, which we find to be
very influential in purchasing behavior.”
What does the next phase look like?
“The next step is to truly connect our
in-store offering by adding the ability
to reserve online and pick up in-store
with same-day ordering. With a decent
amount of our customer base located
close to City Sports locations in urban
areas, we see this as having huge
potential. It will also be a strategy to
compete with the growing same-day
delivery services.”

Both Bould and Blanda point out
that the relatively small size of the
chain allows it to be more agile and
adapt more quickly to trends.
“We also have enough door saturation in many of our regions to do
impactful marketing,” Blanda adds.
“We have a unique niche with a compelling assortment and offer one-stopshopping for the urban athlete. We
really have no direct competitor, but
view run specialty, outdoor specialty,
big-box, upscale department stores
and women’s specialty all as competitors on varying levels.”
The actual store design is also a
challenge as City Sports expands
into new markets and into suburban
locations. Blanda says that offers an
opportunity in 2015.
“One of our strengths – which
is also a challenge – is how unique
every City Sports store is in its physical structure,” she points out. “This
allows us to scrutinize category placement and adjacencies in every store

and play up to the strengths of each
store or market.”
For example, in some stores it
places footwear in the front of the
store, but in others it’s the “milk and
eggs” section in the back. The chain
is also going through a major sales
per square foot analysis to ensure it
is making its space as productive as
possible. As a result, in addition to
the three remodelings last year, three
more are planned for 2015, including
its flagship store in Boston.
Blanda says that City Sports is also
freshening up a few legacy pieces
in its in-house CS Sports line and is
putting more effort into marketing
the brand both in-store and digitally.
“The brand is our best value proposition and gives us a lot of flexibility
to assort it to meet our customers
needs,” she points out. “We’re keeping it about the same in terms of size
— for us it is quality over quantity
and we’re working to fine tune our
margins.” Q

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Called
Insider Rewards, City
Sports gives customers
a five percent reward
certificate each quarter,
assuming they spend at
least $50. If not, the points
go away. Membership
has other privileges,
including free shipping
on any online order. Of
course, members get the
royal treatment with new
product announcements
and special offers.
Mobile Apps: City
Sports currently doesn’t
have a mobile app
but understands the
importance of reaching
out on smartphones.
“We do not currently

have a mobile app, but
we have taken significant
measures to improve this
aspect of the business,”
says Ryan Peters,
director of e-commerce.
“We launched our first
responsive mobile site
at the end of 2013 and
throughout the year have
been making tweaks and
updates almost monthly.
We’ve seen that as screen
size, processing power
and mobile payment
options evolve we have to
be at the forefront of these
changes or risk losing the
mobile customer. For us
the mobile platform going
forward is the number
one priority as it will be
the first touch point for

our customers.” City
Sports also takes care of
shoppers in its stores. If a
customer can’t find what
they are looking for, she
can place the order on an
in-store tablet and have it
shipped free of charge.
E-Commerce: Its site
includes a wealth of
products and information,
especially soft goods
geared to its core
customers – urban
athletes and lifestyle
enthusiasts. Of course,
there’s its private label
line of CS by City Sports,
as well as its line of
tees. Its policy allows
cybershoppers to return
orders to a store.

OF NOTE
CITY SPORTS OPENED
three stores in 2014.
Its newest location is
an 8500-square-foot
site in Rockville (North
Bethesda), MD, which
opened in late November.
In late summer it opened
a 12,000-square-foot
location in Manhasset,

on Long Island, NY, the
chain’s largest store. In
June it expanded into the
New Jersey suburbs with
a 5000-square-foot store
in Westfield, its first New
Jersey store.
• In January Eve Bould
was named director of
marketing, joining City

Sports with 12 years of
marketing experience
with Jenzabar, Patagonia,
Staples and Bain &
Company. Bould earned
her MBA degree at
Harvard Business School
and completed her
undergraduate work at
Duke University.
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DICK’S SPORTING GOODS
The industry’s Big Dog is taking the lead in omnichannel development across all channels.

603 STORES IN
46 STATES
80 Golf Galaxy stores in
29 states and 10 Field &
Stream stores in 5 states
HEADQUARTERS
Coraopolis, PA
WEBSITE
dickssportinggoods.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Edward W. Stack,
Chairman & CEO
Joseph H. Schmidt,
President & COO
Andre J. Hawaux,
EVP–Finance and
Administration, CFO
Don Germano, SVP–
Operations
Lauren Hobart, SVP–Chief
Marketing Officer
SALES FOR 2014
$6.8 Billion

EVERY SEASON STARTS AT DICK’S
WHAT’S TRENDING
Independence: Dick’s
plans to be “e-commerce
independent” by 2017,
starting with Golf Galaxy
this year as it ramps up
for bringing the entire
Dick’s e-com effort inhouse in 2017. E-commerce
penetration reached 14.4
percent in the fourth quarter
and Dick’s did $625 million
in e-commerce sales in 2014.
Take a Mulligan: After
betting on golf a decade ago,
Dick’s has headed for the
clubhouse by showing all of
its PGA pros the door and
giving its golf floor space to
more profitable categories.
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A Specialty Time

W

ill they or won’t
they? All of the
early 2015 talk
around the
country’s largest
and most powerful sporting goods
retailer did not center on its worldclass marketing, merchandising or
ongoing expansion plans. Rather, the
“gossip” revolved around whether or
not it would go private.
Apparently, not right away. But
where there is smoke there is usually
fire. The question of whether CEO
Ed Stack and his circle of closest
long-time executives would cash in on
their decades-long investment in what
has become the industry standard
remains unanswered.
The rumors proved unfounded
(for now) and things quickly calmed
down among hosts of “no comments”

out of the retailer’s Coraopolis, PA,
headquarters.
So the industry’s attention
has turned back to the chain’s
performance in the past 12 months
and its aggressive expansion plans
for both brick-and-mortar – Stack
reaffirmed the chain is on track for
800 stores – and e-commerce. In
addition to being a merchandising
and marketing frontrunner, Dick’s is
taking the lead in omnichannel efforts
and remains far ahead in linking brickand-mortar with online buying.
Dick’s certainly ended the year on
a strong note in both channels. Net
income for the fourth quarter ended
January 31, 2015 was $155.5 million –
up from $138.6 million a year earlier
– on net sales of $2.2 billion.
Even better, same store sales
increased 3.4 percent for the quarter.

Same store sales for Dick’s increased
3.8 percent, while Golf Galaxy
decreased 7.1 percent.
Some of the biggest news comes
in its omnichannel efforts, as
e-commerce penetration for the
fourth quarter of 2014 was 14.4
percent of total sales, compared
to 12.2 percent during Q4 2013.
Penetration for the year grew to 9.2
percent, up from 7.9 percent a year
earlier.
For the full year, net income
was $347.8 million, up from $337.6
million. Net sales for the 52 weeks
ended January 31, 2015 increased 9.7
percent from last year’s period to $6.8
billion due to the consolidated same
store sales increase of 2.4 percent
coupled with the opening of new
stores.
In the fourth quarter, it opened six

sportsinsightmag.com

DICK’S SPORTING GOODS
new Dick’s Sporting Goods stores and
closed two Golf Galaxy stores. As of
January 31, the company operated
603 Dick’s Sporting Goods stores
in 46 states, with approximately 32
million square feet; 78 Golf Galaxy
stores in 29 states, with approximately
1.4 million square feet; and 10 Field
& Stream stores in five states, with
approximately 0.5 million square feet.
Looking ahead, Dick’s projects
same store sales to increase one to
three percent this year, compared to
a 2.4 percent increase in fiscal 2014.
It expects to open approximately 45
Dick’s Sporting Goods stores and
relocate nine stores this year. It also
expects to open approximately nine
Field & Stream stores and relocate one
Golf Galaxy store in 2015.
When recently questioned about
store growth looking ahead, Stack
emphasized that he wants “to make
sure that we go about this in an
orderly fashion.” But, he adds, “we
still feel good about the number of 800
stores.”
It is in the specialty store effort –
led by Golf Galaxy and the new Field
& Stream concept – that Dick’s can
sometimes be all over the place. The
sport of golf, in particular, has been a
tough battle for the chain.
It was early in the 21st Century
when Dick’s, looking to ride the Tiger
Woods-led surge in golf popularity,
gripped it and ripped it by placing
PGA pros in all of its golf shops,
which expanded their floor space

OF NOTE
PERHAPS THE LOW POINT of the
year came in the fall when Dick’s
published its 2014 basketball catalog
and neglected to include any photos
of female basketball players in it.
• Dick’s is teaming with Carrie
Underwood, the country singer, to
launch Calia by Carrie Underwood,
a fitness apparel collection. The
clothing line will be sold exclusively
at Dick’s Sporting Goods beginning
in March.
• Dick’s entered into a sponsorship
deal with the United States Olympic
Committee (USOC) under which it
will serve as the Official Sporting
Goods Retail Sponsor to the USOC
and Team USA. The multi-faceted
partnership will include an in-store
employment program and sporting
goods equipment donations.
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Dick’s has a well-deserved reputation as one of the best merchandisers in the business.

significantly. It was seen then as a
groundbreaking move by an upand-coming full-line retailer riding a
specialty wave.
That move went far out of bounds
with the drop in golf participation,
along with the company’s increased
investment and expansion of its Golf
Galaxy specialty stores, which it
acquired in 2006 for more than $200
million. The result: After labeling the
golf business “unpredictable” earlier
in the year, Stack called a mulligan
on its golf business. At the time, the
golf business accounted for about 15
percent of Dick’s overall revenues,

down from 20 percent a few year ago.
Stack expects golf to account for less
than 10 percent of revenues in the
next three to four years.
So in July Dick’s, at the time
reportedly the largest retailer in the
United States of TaylorMade and
Callaway products, fired all the PGA
professionals that it employed in
the golf sections. Stack said at the
time that the company’s overall golf
business missed its first-quarter
sales plan by $34 million and that he
expected a downward trend for the
rest of the year. He added that Dick’s
sold only two percent fewer drivers

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Aptly
called ScoreCard, loyal
customers are awarded
one point for each dollar
spent online or in-store.
Earn 300 points and Dick’s
sends off a $10 reward
either by mail or e-mail per
the customer’s preference.
In addition, Dick’s sends
out bonus point offerings
and gives anyone who
downloads its mobile app
and logs onto his account
bonus points as well. Of
course, there are special
offers and discounts
delivered to members.
Mobile Apps: Dick’s is
only one of two Power 12
retailers with a customized
app. It only takes a few

minutes to download.
It allows users easy
access to their ScoreCard
account, personalized
offers, a bar code scanner
for products and pricing,
access to the weekly
ad for a local Dick’s,
occasional text alerts
and free shipping on any
orders placed through the
mobile app.
Customers can also
sign up for text alerts.
It extends its reach to
customers through several
social media outlets. Its
Facebook page has more
3.75 million “likes.”
E-Commerce: Whether
bricks or clicks, Dick’s is
the industry’s sporting

goods gorilla. Its online
menu rivals any in the
business and no doubt
expands its aisles well
beyond the shelf space
in its behemoth stores.
Plus, it knows that many
consumers hesitate to
buy that pair of expensive
running shoes or a pricey
fleece jacket without trying
them on. Dick’s allows free
returns on many footwear
and apparel items. As for
returns, those orders can
be brought back to the
store or returned using
a convenient UPS label
packed with each online
order. Of course, the
shipping cost is deducted
from the refund on such
returns.

in the first quarter last year, but that
the average price of those drivers was
down 16 percent.
Golf will not disappear from
the Dick’s stores and it will still
sell some clubs and accessories,
but that valuable floor space has
been turned over to higher margin,
lower investment categories. In the
second quarter, Dick’s took a $14.3
million impairment charge on its golf
trademarks and wrote down $2.4
million worth of clubs, balls, and
apparel. The company also forked out
$3.7 million in severance to its laid-off
in-store golf pros.
As a side note, in a conference
call with analysts recently Dick’s
executives insisted there are no plans
to exit the golf business completely –
“we will be in the golf business,” Stack
promises -- or even to close more of
its 80 Golf Galaxy stores, although
63 percent of the leases expire in the
next three years. Stack says golf will
be a less important part of the Dick’s
business as a percentage of total sales,
but mostly because it is growing at a
slower rate than other categories such
as footwear and apparel.
Going Far Afield
The news is much, much brighter in
the outdoor specialty business, where
its fledgling Field & Stream retail
concept is expanding rapidly. In fact,
on one day last fall – October 10 – it
opened three stores and now boasts
10 standalone Field & Stream stores
in five states, with more to come in
2015. Stack says management has
been testing a number of refinements
of that model, including offering a
Western boot shop and creating a
general store area.
The new F&S business, which Stack
expects to be a solid contributor to
the bottom line in a couple of years,
has plenty of room to grow without
bumping into rival outdoor chains
Cabela’s and Bass Pro. But, he points
out, “Field & Stream is still a new
concept and is very de minimus in
the grand scheme of things, but it is a
great growth driver going forward.”
To get an idea of just how busy the
F&S concept has been, here’s a recap:
• Oct. 10: Opened a store in
Rochester, NY, at Marketplace
Mall. Customers received tips
from professional anglers at the
4000-gallon Field & Stream bass
tank throughout the opening
weekend.
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DICK’S SPORTING GOODS

Brick-and-mortar remains Dick’s strength, with 800 stores still the goal in coming years.

MOBILE INNOVATION

A

s testament to the
investment it is putting
into its omnichannel
efforts, Dick’s Sporting
Goods was recently recognized by
Mobile Enterprise for its mobile
strategy that addresses a variety of
needs, from elevating the consumer
experience, to improving associate
collaboration. The first step was to
develop a comprehensive mobile
application framework that became
the foundation for all future mobility
initiatives across the enterprise.
Addressing essential components
such as user experience guidelines,
common objects, integration layers
and tools in the framework helps
the retailer accelerate deployment
of both mobile solutions and
devices.Dick’s chose Android
handhelds for associates to provide
an elevated user experience that
is similar to the function they
are likely familiar with on their
personal devices. The retailer is
also evaluating the use of tablets
on the sales floor to better assist
customers.
Since 2013, Dick’s has been
building cross-functional libraries,
or services that can be accessed
across channels, a gamification
engine and video streaming
capabilities. A complete rollout of
handhelds for associates also took
place during the past year, helping
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to un-tether associates from fixed
locations. Equipped with mobile
devices, they have instant access to
seamlessly integrated digital assets
such as the company’s e-commerce
data. These capabilities will improve
associate productivity and enhance
their customer service ability.
The devices also enabled Dick’s
to expand its “endless aisle”
capabilities from fixed kiosks
to mobile associates, driving an
improved experience. “Endless
aisle is the term used to describe
our ability to order a product from
our warehouse for a customer
even if that product is not available
on the floor of our stores,”
explained Rafeh Masood, VPcustomer innovation technology
for Dick’s.
The process has been ongoing
and over the past three years
Dick’s has actively updated
its e-commerce sites, with
enhancements in the customer
experience, new releases of its
mobile and tablet sites, and
development of capabilities that
integrate its online presence
with its brick-and-mortar stores,
including ship-from-store; buyonline, pick-up in-store; return-tostore and multi-faceted marketing
campaigns that are consistent
across its stores and our
e-commerce websites.

• Oct. 10: The opening of its new
store in Horseheads, NY, at Big
Flats Consumer Square, included
the Field & Stream Hunt, Cast &
Pitch Youth Challenge.
• Oct. 10: A store opened in Altoona,
PA, at Sierra North Plaza to meet
the evolving needs of hunters,
anglers and outdoor enthusiasts.
• A 50,000-square-foot F&S opened
in Miamisburg, OH, at Austin
Landing.
• Sept. 12: A Field & Stream store
opened in Washington, PA, at Old
Mill Shopping Center.
• Sept. 5: A 50,000-square-foot
Field & Stream store opened at
Easton Gateway in Easton, OH,
its first store in the state. The
archery department has two
20-yard archery lanes and offers
string services, bow repair,
hunting licenses, bow tuning,
arrow services and accessory
installation.
Various press reports have
reported 2015 F&S openings planned
for Oakland Mall in Troy, MI, in
March; a 50,000-square-foot store
is planned for the long vacant
site of a former Toys “R” Us near
the Capital City Mall in Camp Hill,
PA, in late summer or early fall;
in Charlottesville, VA, a F&S will
reportedly be part of a shopping
center in Albemarle; along with a
Dick’s store, Field & Stream will be
an anchor tenant at the new retail
and entertainment center to be built
in Newburgh, NY, with an opening
planned for 2016. All in all, Stack
says they expect to open 10 F&S
stores this year.
But back to the main driver of
its business, the brick-and-mortar
Dick’s Sporting Goods stores, all
603 of them. Even as it devotes
significant resources to its specialty
concepts, and despite the bogeyfilled performance of its golf
business, the chain remains the
standard bearer for the industry
when it comes to merchandising and
forward thinking.
And don’t think for a moment
it doesn’t leverage that size to its
significant advantage.
Among its plans for new stores
in 2015:
• Dick’s is moving its Amherst,
NY, store into the location of the
current food court starting in early
2015. The store, formerly located
near Meyer Road in Amherst,

committed to building a 55,000square-foot retail location.
• Dick’s is joining rival Sports
Authority in opening large-format
stores in Oshkosh, WI.
• Dick’s will anchor a $30 million
redevelopment of Wilmot Plaza, in
Tucson, AZ. The 50,000-square-foot
store will open in the fall.
• Dick’s Sporting Goods and DSW
will replace the Cinemark Movies
10 discount theater in Joliet, IL,
with construction starting this
spring.
• The Home Depot Plaza in North
Haven, CT, will be the new home
of a 33,000-square-foot Dick’s in a
space left vacant by the closing of
XPect Discount two years ago.
• Dick’s Sporting Goods, one of
ShoppingTown Mall’s anchor
tenants in Syracuse, NY,
reportedly plans to move out of
the mall and into the Kmart plaza
one-third of a mile down the road.
Meanwhile, in its existing stores
Dick’s has been reallocating space
to increase its offering of women’s
and youth athletic apparel. Much
of this came from the downsizing of
its golf business.
This transition has been
completed in all of the company’s
single-level stores, which make up 85
percent of the total company base.
And in a big step forward, Stack
says all stores now offer ship-fromstore capabilities, where individual
stores can ship product directly
to the customer. Consumers can
now also buy products online
and pick them up at the store in
limited merchandise categories.
This option has been found to be
more popular with items that have
higher shipping costs.
He also expects this and other
omnichannel moves to boost traffic
in stores, while its e-commerce
segment has grown by more than
50 percent from an admittedly
small base.
This e-commerce penetration rate
reached 14.4 percent in the fourth
quarter and the chain did $655
million in online sales last year.
Stack says the company is
on target to be “e-commerce
independent” by 2017. Its Golf
Galaxy e-commerce efforts will all
be handled internally in 2015, with
the ultimate ramp up of all Dick’s
Sporting Goods e-commerce sales
coming in-house by 2017. Q
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DUNHAM’S SPORTS
A new distribution center and an airy new headquarters have Dunham’s executives looking
optimistically to a future where it continues to play to its strengths as a local retailer.

214 STORES IN
19 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
Troy, MI
WEBSITE
dunhamssports.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Jeffrey Lynn,
Chairman & CEO
Ken Meehan, President
Al Blazek, CFO
John Oehler, VP-Marketing
Marshall Sosne, EVP–
Supply Chain
Steve Sander, EVP–
Operations
SALES FOR 2014
$500 – $750 million (range
given by company executives)

B
WHAT’S TRENDING
Fit for Style: The athleisure
movement remains strong.
Dunham’s focuses on
this segment through its
branded shops and its
merchandising to women.
Avoiding the Cycles: Fullline assortments protect
Dunham’s from the cyclical
nature of fashion and
consumer interests.
The Core and More:
Dunham’s views the core
shoppers as outdoorsmen,
women, and recreational
and high school athletes.
Flames: The chain’s famous
“Hot Deals” (replete with
flaming fire graphics) pull
people into its stores and
reinforce its strategy as the
place for “Big Names . . .
Low Prices.”
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Go Big or Go Home

W

hile its executive
team may have
more than a
century and a half
of experience,
don’t expect the chain to live in
the past. No. Its team – and eyes –
are clearly focused on the future.
Such experience knows one thing:
Retail is ever-evolving and you just
better change with the times.
For starters, it moved into its
new headquarters in Troy, MI,
about a year-and-a-half ago. The
95,000-square-foot office building
did more than provide windows to
see outside, something that didn’t
exist in many areas in its former
cramped quarters in Waterford,
MI. While some space is leased and
some remains vacant, there are
plans to eventually fill the building
with Dunham’s employees as it
grows the chain.
Coupled with that, in early
February Dunham’s cut the ribbon

on its newest growth engine: a
massive distribution center in
Marion, IN. The reported price tag
on the 735,000-square-foot DC was
$30 million. Located on 50 acres,
the highly automated distribution
center replaced three buildings.
More importantly, it improves the
supply chain and provides plenty
of room for future store growth.
“It shortens the supply chain,”
says Ken Meehan, Dunham’s
president. “We will move goods
much faster from the vendor to the
floor and in a more organized way.
This greater efficiency will lower
our costs while keeping our stores
in a better in-stock position. It also
gives us a facility to expand; it’s
very scalable.”
The new office building and
distribution center provide a
foundation for future efforts on
store growth and the potential for
e-commerce.
As for e-commerce, Dunham’s

continues to study its role and
value. That doesn’t mean it doesn’t
understand the importance of
omnichannel shopping. Instead,
the company is focused on
ensuring customer engagement in
and outside its stores.
Omnichannel Options
“The piece that we are looking at
is to develop a new web platform
over the next two years to get
as much of our product online
as possible,” says John Oehler,
Dunham’s VP-marketing. “We want
to make it more scalable and userfriendly,” he notes.
“Omnichannel doesn’t
necessarily have to go with
e-commerce,” Meehan says.
Instead, he understands that
more customers are using the
web to research their purchases
and to make sure it’s available
in store before they spend their
time and money. Webrooming
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DUNHAM’S SPORTS
existing markets.
It’s more than just space, too.
Dunham’s is making a hefty
investment in merchandising. “We
have made great strides in setting
up branded apparel shops, with
Nike and Under Armour. We also
have done this for women and
kids. Our Fairway Golf Centers are
multibranded, as are our outdoors
departments. All of this builds on
our image and our message. We
believe that Big Names bring you
in and our Low Prices bring you
back,” Oehler says.

has become more prominent than
showrooming, Meehan notes.
That’s a point underscored by a
report from Merchant Warehouse,
a business payment solution
provider. According to its
findings, 69 percent of people with
smartphones in the 18-36 demo
have webroomed, while only 50
percent have showroomed. Among
37-48 year olds, 71 percent have
webroomed, versus 53 percent who
have showroomed.
Consequently, Dunham’s
modified its site to be scalable on
any mobile device, Oehler notes. By
making the site mobile responsive,
customers can quickly find the
products they are searching for.
Targeted Messaging
Plus, it invests heavily in
communicating with customers
through digital channels. “We
continue to invest in targeted
e-mail and text messages,”
Oehler says. “We also use our
social media platforms to further
develop relationships with our
customers. We constantly analyze
our messages. We want ongoing
engagement with our customers.”
It’s all part of its strategy to use
clicks to bricks, bringing customers
into its stores.
And Dunham’s continues to grow
its store base. Last year, it opened
11 new stores, including entry into
Alabama and Virginia. Those stores

Golf is highlighted in Dunham’s Fairway Center Golf Shop, which features all of the top brands.

also show that Dunham’s believes
you either go big or go home.
As an example, Dunham’s Sports
used 40,000-square feet when it
opened its first store in Alabama
last May. That gives it enough room
to showcase its branded apparel
shops, outdoors department
and Fairway Center Golf Shop.

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs:
Dunham’s doesn’t reward
loyalty with points and
cash-back certificates.
Instead, the company offers
constant engagement
with customers who sign
up through e-mail or its
text alerts. This includes
a savings coupon. Plus,
it delivers specific offers
based on customer
interests. “We give
customers a reason to
shop,” Oehler says. “We’ve
done a lot of research
on this. You don’t know
when they may shop, but
you have to stay foremost
in their minds.” Plus,
it eliminates customer
confusion and hassle with
tracking points.

It also targets teams,
sportsmen’s clubs and
companies with discount
programs that include
savings coupons that can
be used more than once
during a year or two, as
well as regular offers for
additional discounts on
specific merchandise.
Mobile Apps: While it
has optimized its site for
viewing on any mobile
device, there’s no fancy
app to keep customers
aware of its products
and sales. Instead, text
messaging leads the way in
engaging customers, along
with e-mail marketing and
social media outlets.
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Another new store in the Blue
Ridge Mall in North Carolina covers
65,000-square feet.
Dunham’s knows that it simply
needs more space to truly be a
full-line sporting goods retailer, so
50,000-square feet has become the
standard for its new stores and for
stores that have been relocated in

OF NOTE
E-Commerce: Its new
distribution center seems
a natural fit for extending
its aisles and reach to
digital shoppers near and
far. Dunham’s isn’t ruling
this out, but for now it’s
focused on Webrooming,
helping shoppers research
items before they buy.
This means more than just
adding all of its products
and detailed descriptions
online. Dunham’s also plans
one day to let customers
know if a product is on the
shelves of a nearby store.
Customers could then even
order it online for pick up
at their local Dunham’s.
That’s the ultimate goal,
but no timetable has been
set to accomplish this.

THE NEW DISTRIBUTION CENTER
came with some nice incentives from
the state of Indiana. The Indiana
Economic Development Corp. offered
Dunham’s up to $500,000 in tax
credits and up to $50,000 in training
grants based on the company’s
job-creation plans. There was also
up to $150,000 in infrastructure
assistance from the state’s Industrial
Development Grant Fund.
• Dunham’s stores now dot 19 states,
but the bulk remain in the Upper
Midwest: Michigan, 67, Pennsylvania,
26, Ohio, 23, and Wisconsin 19.
Several states only have one or
two stores — Alabama, Georgia,
Maryland, Missouri, Nebraska and
Virginia. That gives Dunham’s plenty
of opportunity to grow its store count
without expanding its geographic
footprint.

Success and Surprises
Dunham’s commitment to
merchandising paid dividends
last year, Meehan says. Apparel
performed well. Fitness products
took off and fitness bands took hold
as well. Dunham’s saw strength
in its paddle business, including
kayaks and stand-up paddle boards.
Last year came with challenges,
too. The biggest surprise came in
the continued softness in the golf
business. Meehan attributes part of
that to a wet spring, and perhaps
disinterest among the Millennials
who simply don’t want to spend
five hours on the golf course. And
the hunting business took a hit
from a year earlier but remains a
key category.
This year leaves room for
optimism, Meehan says. “There’s
plenty of upside. We like the trend
of lower gas prices. We already see
signs of golf and hunting improving.
Plus, our new distribution center
will improve our inventory
allocation and better ensure that
our stores will have the right sizes,
colors and products that our core
customers want.”
Dunham’s also plans on growing
its store count. Meehan says the
chain will open 20 to 25 new stores
and remodel or relocate five stores
to allow more space for its broad
offerings. Don’t look for Dunham’s
to expand its reach to new states,
though. There’s plenty of room to
grow in its existing footprint.
Even as it grows and evolves,
one thing never changes at the
expanding retailer: its focus on
delivering a consistent value to its
customers. “We have a heavy focus
on value and the big names, low
prices. It’s really part of our DNA,”
Meehan says. Q
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HIBBETT SPORTS
Sticking to its winning strategy of opening stores in small towns all over America, Hibbett
continues an inexorable march towards becoming a true national sporting goods retailer.

Small Town Champ
988 STORES IN
31 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
Birmingham, AL
WEBSITE
hibbett.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Jeff Rosenthal,
CEO & President
Scott J. Bowman,
SVP & CFO
Cathy Pryor,
SVP-Store Operations
Jared Briskin, SVP-Chief
Merchandising Officer
Mickey Newsome,
Non-Executive Chairman
of the Board
SALES FOR 2014

M

ore than just
Alabama Tide fans
were disappointed
when the perennial
powerhouse
bowed out of the inaugural fourteam college national championship
against Ohio State.
Hibbett Sports also sighed since
it meant long lines of rabid Tide
fans wouldn’t be visiting one of its
90 or so stores in Alabama to find
more fanwear to celebrate another
championship season.
No worry. With more than 20
stores in Ohio, Hibbett still did quite
well in outfitting those Buckeye
fans. Plus, it also got some mileage
from its 50 stores in Florida when
Florida State University faced
off against Oregon. Just thank
goodness it wasn’t the Ducks who
won the big game since the team
hails from a state that has yet to see

Hibbett enter its borders — with the
emphasis on “yet.”
Yes, Hibbett continues to do what
it does best: open stores primarily
in small-town America from its
base in Alabama, extending its
retail tentacles north, south, east
and west to 31 states stretching to
Arizona and Pennsylvania.
Known for its ability to find
locations in strip malls near
the local Walmart, Hibbett
opened 80 new stores in fiscal
2015; it expanded nine highperforming stores and closed 19
underperforming stores, bringing its
store base to 988 in 31 states at the
end of the year. It expects to open
80 to 85 new stores in 2015, along
with 10 to 15 expansions and 15 to
20 closings.
The past year did bring some
challenges, though. While sales
grew, most of the gains came from

adding stores, as comp store sales
for most of the year were weak.
But the year ended well. Net sales
for the fourth quarter that ended
January 31 increased 9.9 percent
to $239.3 million, compared with
$217.8 million a year earlier. Comp
store sales for the quarter increased
5.4 percent and income increased
18.1 percent to $19.9 million,
compared with $16.9 million a year
earlier.
“We are very pleased with our
performance in the fourth quarter,”
says CEO and president Jeff
Rosenthal. “We experienced strong
comps during the holiday period
on top of solid comps last year, and
our product assortment resonated
well with customers. In January,
comps were especially strong due
to better weather and earlier tax
refunds.”
The strong last quarter showing

$913.5 million
A new DC means even greater efficiencies for Hibbett in 2015.

WHAT’S TRENDING
Hooping it Up: Basketball
footwear and apparel have
been red hot.
Child’s Play: Catering to
kids (and their moms) has
been good for business.
Productivity Matters:
Besides its new distribution
center, the company has
employed a new labor
scheduling system, a
new business intelligence
system, and upgraded its
inventory allocation and
markdown systems.
Softer Side: Footwear
accounts for 45 percent of
sales, followed by apparel
at 32 percent. Hard goods
generate 23 percent.

GAME TESTED. ATHLETE APPROVED
G
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smartphone or tablet. “Mobile will
be a big of this story. We want that
customer to be able to look up what
they want in the size they want
before they visit our stores.”
To do this, Hibbett has invested
heavily in the process. “We put a
lot of investment toward this. It’s a
big part of our capital budget as we
hire consultants and IT people,” the
latter which Rosenthal says retailers
are having difficulties in finding.
No matter the tool or process,
though, Hibbett stays the course as
it looks to grow to nearly 1500 stores

before the decade ends.
“The biggest thing is we still go
where we are needed,” Rosenthal
notes, adding that store growth
will primarily come from filling in
holes in newer territories such as
Pennsylvania, Maryland and, most
recently, all the way up to New
Jersey. “We do a good job of meeting
the customers’ needs. It’s honing in
on the specific market to provide the
right products that people demand.”
And it certainly doesn’t hurt when
you can sell to Alabama or Ohio
State fans. Q

OF NOTE
WHILE ITS STOCK HAS
taken a tumble over the
All of the major brands show up regularly in Hibbett stores across the country.

added up to strong numbers for
the year. Net sales for the 52-week
period ended January 31 increased
7.2 percent to $913.5 million,
compared with $852 million for
fiscal 2013, and comp store sales
increased 2.9 percent.
Net income for the year increased
3.8 percent to $73.6 million
compared with $70.9 million.
Its gleaming, new distribution
center stands as a testament to
getting just not bigger, but better.
At 412,000-square feet, it doubled
Hibbett’s previous warehouse space.
It also has room to grow as the chain
expands.
Opened last April, the DC ties
into the company’s never-ending
attention on efficiency and serving
its customers. The latter gets more
difficult as Hibbett continues to
grow. After all, the Holy Grail of
retail remains in getting the right
product to the right stores at the
right time and at the right price.
“We see some early results
in staying in stock better,” says
Rosenthal. While the majority of
its sales come from footwear and
apparel, hard goods more than held
their own thanks to better inventory
stocking. “We are starting to see
some bounces there. I think keeping
the hard goods in stock have
propelled this business,” he notes.
The new distribution center
comes with an increased focus on
optimizing its inventory and pricing
strategy. Hibbett uses JDA Demand
and Markdown Optimization to
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anticipate the changing seasons
in different regions and improve
product pricing. The solution helps
Hibbett to be more efficient in
markdowns and allows the buyers to
accomplish price-zone level pricing.
As part of the price-zone level
pricing strategy, the retailer has
segmented its store footprint in
31 states into four groups. This
allows buyers to take different price
actions in these areas instead of
using one pricing strategy across the
country. After all, seasonal changes
vary vastly across its footprint,
not to mention loyalty and sales to
collegiate and professional sports
fans.
Along with this, Rosenthal is
intimately aware of the importance
of reaching customers in-store and
out of the store.
For starters, e-commerce has
moved to the front burner. “We are
moving as fast as we can,” Rosenthal
says. “We don’t have a firm date on
that.”
It’s all part of the chain’s ongoing
omnichannel strategy, Rosenthal
notes. “We have so many things that
we can do to move our business
forward. There are so many
opportunities for us. The future for
us relies on customer service. We
want to be able to get e-commerce
and more to our customers in a
seamless operation, but we have to
get it right.”
As an example, it’s already started
the foundation for inventory look-up
by store whether on a computer,

past year, Hibbett used
it as an opportunity to
further its stock buy backs.
In the past couple years,
it’s repurchased more than
1.5 million shares, the bulk
of those last year. And
it still has approximately
$173.3 million remaining
under the stock repurchase
program that expires in
January 2016.
Hibbett runs a smaller
format chain called Sports
Addition. Typically in malls
and located along with a
Hibbett Sports store, the
2300-square-foot stores
focus on footwear, some
caps and limited apparel.

Run as a separate division,
Hibbett Team Sales
continues to service
schools and organizations
throughout Alabama and
parts of Georgia, Florida
and Mississippi.
Hibbett doesn’t always
locate in rural towns. It has
five stores in suburban St.
Louis locations, including
one in Chesterfield Mall, an
affluent suburb. And last
month Hibbett opened its
first store in New Jersey, a
4752-square-foot location
in Upper Deerfield Plaza in
Bridgeton.
In its road show for
analysts and investors,
Hibbett says a typical new

store takes an investment
of $200,000, produces
sales of $725,000 and
contributes $116,000,
excluding depreciation,
during its first year. Mature
stores in their fifth year
take $225,000 to fixture,
stock and lease, generate
$950,000 in sales, and
contribute $209,000 to
the company’s profitability
before depreciation.
A seasoned retail veteran
at Hibbett, Jared Briskin
was promoted to senior
VP and chief merchant last
September. He replaced
Rebecca Jones, another
long-time Hibbett staffer
who left the company
without explanation.

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs:
More than two million
customers have signed
up for MVP Rewards.
Joining the program
gives customers a 20
percent-off coupon.
Points are then awarded
for interacting online
and for purchases. Once
customers accumulate
350 Points, they receive a
$10 Reward Certificate.
Customers can also
opt in to the Hibbett
Sports Messaging Service
to receive offers via text
messaging.
Mobile Apps: While
it has optimized its
site for viewing on any
mobile device, there’s no

fancy app. Instead, text
messaging leads the way
in engaging customers,
along with e-mail and
social media outlets.
Hibbett does offer a
free service to league
and managers that allows
them to manage multiple
teams. The leader can
add members, create
schedules, keep track
of game scores with
scoreboards, create
equipment lists and then
automatically send e-mail
or text messages to
members. Members can
view their teams’ schedule
and scoreboard, reply
to messages sent by the
team leader and check off
items on equipment lists.

E-Commerce: Its new DC
seems a natural fit for
extending its aisles and
reach to digital shoppers
near and far. But for now
Hibbett relies on selling
online through affiliates
such as Nike and Under
Armour and its Stadium
Shop now run by Fanatics.
It’s not a matter of
if, but when Hibbett will
begin reaching more
customers through
the Web. It’s already
started the foundation
for inventory look-up by
store. Eventually and
perhaps before year-end,
customers will be able to
look up what they want in
the size they want before
visiting a store.
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MC SPORTS
Always a player in the Midwest, MC Sports is making strides into new markets with an
expansion into the outdoor category to serve even more of its diverse customer base.

77 STORES IN
7 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
Grand Rapids, MI
WEBSITE
mcsports.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Bruce Ullery, CEO/President
Dan Winchester,
EVP & COO
Rob Summerfield,
EVP & CFO
Irwin Wallach, Sr.
VP-Store Operations
Jerry Klein, VP-Real Estate
Ed Rix, VP-Marketing and
Advertising
SALES FOR 2014
$230 million
(estimate; company is private)

WHEN THE RIGHT GEAR MATTERS
WHAT’S TRENDING
Organic Growth: MC added
the outdoor category to
many of its legacy stores
that primarily sold athletic
goods. It’s halfway through
the process of making sure
all stores carry field and
stream.
Remodeling: There’s a new
look and feel. MC Sports’
new prototype updates
its stores to improve
merchandising, customer
comfort and sales.
Loyalty Matters: The
chain rewards its best
customers with its Active
Rewards program. It’s also
a key element in engaging
customers.
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Expanding its Base

T

ogether for
decades, MC Sports’
management team
continues to focus
on growing the chain
in measured steps throughout its
Midwestern territory. The chain that
prides itself on its independence
and community roots took further
steps to grow sales and build a
consistent image by expanding two
more stores from simply athletics
to full-line, adding field and stream
departments.
Additionally, another store
was updated by adding outdoors
without an expansion, says Dan
Winchester, who has been with MC
for 28 years and now serves as the
chain’s chief operating officer.
While it certainly has plenty
of holes to fill in states outside
Michigan, MC continues its drive
to bring more than socks and
jocks to its customers. Many of its
stores simply only carried athletic

items, but now the chain has either
converted or opened new stores
to ensure that customers can buy
a pair of hunting boots along with
their running shoes.
Making Moves
That’s exactly why MC Sports
moved to a new, much larger
location inside Market Place Mall
in Champaign, IL, last summer.
Originally in the Market View
Shopping Center for 20 years, MC
leased 24,000-square feet adjacent
to J.C. Penney to make room for its
full-line offerings. Besides room for
hunting and fishing, MC preferred
the spot since it generates
foot traffic as well, offsetting
advertising costs.
“At this point, we have
transitioned 50 percent of our
stores from 13,000 to 25,000-square
feet,” Winchester notes. “We think
we have found a good format
and size that works for us. Going

forward, we are looking at either
opening or expanding four to six
stores this year.”
Many of its stores are also
being extensively remodeled to
fit the chain’s new prototype that
launched a few years ago. Wholesale
changes include wider aisles,
improved merchandising displays,
customer comfort features, speedier
checkout and impulse items up
front. “That look is what we are
going for,” Winchester says, adding
that MC has outfitted nearly half of
its stores with this new design and
other features.
MC also developed a retail
partnership with a ski resort in the
winter of 2013. The Cannonsburg
Ski Shop by MC Sport has produced
positive results. “We are pleased
with the project, and results have
been good,” Winchester says.
Further similar partnerships
depend on the right scenario and
opportunity, he adds.
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MC SPORTS
OF NOTE
SURVEY PLEASE. MC ASKS customers
to “Take Our Survey” on its website. A
monthly sweepstakes rewards a customer
with $250 for taking the time to complete
the three-minute survey.
• Its Coaches Corner courts teams.
Coaches can sign up at any store and
receive discount coupons for players,
along with special pricing on equipment,
footwear and uniforms.
• An affiliate program gives organizations
an opportunity to raise funds. Affiliates
receive one point for every $10 their
members spend. Once the affiliate
reaches 2500 points, MC Sports issues
a $250 gift certificate directly to the
affiliate. And Active Rewards members
still earn points for their purchases.
• Every MC Sports store gives back to its
community through team sponsorships,
fundraising programs, team and
group discounts and a longstanding
commitment to the Children’s Miracle
Network.

MC Sports has transitioned 50 percent of its stores to a newly designed store format.

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Less than five years
after its launch in 2009, the MC Sports
Active Rewards program topped the
one million member mark this past
summer. The usually quiet company
announced it in a press release.
“Achieving this level of success would
not have been possible without highend, reliable and scalable technology,
not to mention the resources
necessary to manage it,” announced
Ed Rix, VP-marketing and advertising.
Active Rewards members earn
one point for every dollar spent at its
stores. Once they accumulate 500
points, they receive a $15 certificate
for redemption. MC also keeps in
touch through special offers, including
birthday discounts, entry to private
sales and advance notice of major
sales.
Mobile Apps: No mobile app is
available. The chain’s loyalty program
remains a key touch point in engaging
customers through e-mail offers
and more. MC also uses Twitter and
Facebook.
E-Commerce: MC has the pieces for
e-commerce on its website but has yet
to pull the trigger. Instead, it displays
a full gamut of products, along with
features, specs and pricing. Missing are
any filters to winnow down selection,
not to mention optimizing the site for
viewing on smartphones and tablets. It
does offer customers access to its Fan
Shop, which is run by Fanatics.
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Yet the focus remains on
improving its store base, whether
through new locations that provide
infill opportunities or remodeling
or relocating existing stores. And
MC never stops looking at its
operational controls.
This leaves Winchester and
company optimistic about 2015. “We
have those strong trends in many
categories. Our core competencies
are in team sports and athletic
footwear and apparel. All of those
are trending positive. We are a
regional leader in paddle sports,
as well as skis and snowboards.
We also see the shooting sports
category trending positive.”

communicate with them via e-mail.”
MC knows that this strategy
works. “We can measure redemption
and bucket size of the transaction,”
notes Winchester. “We can tailor to
their interests.”
While customers also are reached
through social media, it’s not as easy
to measure the impact there. “Our
loyalty program gives us measurable
results,” notes Winchester.
Still to come is entering the world
of e-commerce. Says Winchester:
“We are working on a roadmap. We
are looking at the requirements.”

The Midwestern stalwart just
keeps working on its strategy to
become the store of choice for
sporting goods enthusiasts. “We
have a unique selling position as to
how we present ourselves. We spend
a lot of time refining it. I’m just not
going to tell you that. We view our
competition from many aspects
whether discount stores or specialty
shops,” Winchester says.
Since taking the chain private
in 1996, MC’s executive team has
survived and thrived by planning its
work and working its plan. Q

An updated children’s department puts an emphasis on products for the whole family.

Forward Momentum
And Winchester is bullish on the
improving economic climate in its
key Midwestern base. MC Sports
keeps a steady hand on the rudder
of all things under its control, he
says.
Part and parcel is always reaching
out and engaging its customers. MC
knows the importance of connecting
with customers digitally and instore.
“With the decline in print media,
you need a digital strategy,” says
Winchester. “We have a vibrant
loyalty program and we can
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MODELL’S SPORTING GOODS
Celebrating its 125th year in business in style last year, Modell’s continues to fine tune its
merchandising while operating as the ultimate local retailer in its urban and suburban markets.

156 STORES IN
10 STATES AND DC
HEADQUARTERS
New York, NY
WEBSITE
modells.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Mitchell Modell,
Chief Executive Officer
Eric Spiel,
Executive VP-CFO
Charles Castaneda,
Executive VP, CMO
Deborah Fine, Executive VP,
Chief Commercial Officer
David Strobelt, SVP, CIO
Cary Deleo, SVP-Facilities &
Construction
James Argerakis,
SVP-Store Operations
Tami Mohney, SVPAdvertising & Marketing
Jay O’Brien, VP & GMM–
License/Sporting Goods
Willy Kaplan,
VP & GMM–Apparel
Jeff Shaffer,
VP & GMM–Footwear
SALES FOR 2014
NA (privately owned)

WHAT’S TRENDING
Happy Birthday: Modell’s
celebrated its 125th
anniversary in style last year,
opening four new stores,
including a new flagship in
Manhattan.
Direct To You: Last year
Modell’s began drop
shipping direct from vendor
to customer.
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GOTTA GO TO MO’S
G
Going to Mo’s for 125 Years

I

f Mitchell Modell were a
professional athlete, news
coverage of his 2014 preseason would have focused
more on his off-field exploits
than on his on-field performance.
Because even though it was
another solid year for the country’s
largest family-owned sporting
goods retailer, the successes were
overshadowed early in the year by
tabloid type news.
First came allegations from rival
Dick’s Sporting Goods that Modell
himself went into a Dick’s store in
New Jersey and claimed to have
an appointment with Dick’s CEO
Edward Stack, gaining access to
off-limits sections of the store. Then
in May, Modell accused his sisterin-law (the wife of his deceased
brother, Michael) of attacking
his own extravagant spending
in retaliation for cutting off her
unlimited credit card.
All of the tabloid fodder

eventually quieted down and the
retailer and its CEO were able to
focus on the task at hand for 2014 —
running one of the more successful
sporting goods retailers in the
extremely competitive Northeast.
With all of the off-field
distractions out of the way, by all
accounts 2014 was a successful
year for Modell’s — certainly better
than that of the New York area
professional sports teams on which
it depends for much of its licensed
product business. The year’s
hard work culminated in October
when Modell’s began celebrating
its 125th year in business, a party
that continued through the holiday
season. “We celebrated the entire
fourth quarter,” Modell says.
Modell’s marked its anniversary
year by adding four new stores and
closing three. The biggest opening
was a new flagship store at One
Penn Plaza in New York City in the
shadow of Madison Square Garden.

The one cloud hanging over
the chain as it celebrated was
the imminent closing of its
14,000-square-foot store in the
heart of Manhattan on East 42nd
Street, across from Grand Central
Terminal. The property, which
housed a Modell’s for the past 25
years, is being demolished to make
way for a planned skyscraper that
will span an entire city block.
“Unfortunately, due to a landlord
redevelopment of the block, we lost
our lease,” Modell explains. “We
are actively seeking a replacement
location in the market and have
a few opportunities that we are
evaluating.”
One local newspaper called it the
End of an Era, and indeed it was. In
the rapidly changing world of New
York City retailing, any store that
lasts in one place for two-and-ahalf decades is bound to become a
landmark of its own.
“We were a fixture on the street,”
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MODELL’S SPORTING GOODS

Modell’s is as New York as a retailer can get, with multiple locations in the heart of Manhattan. But it also operates as a local retailer up and down the coast from Boston to Washington, D.C.

Modell agrees, noting that the
company has maintained a presence
in the area for 52 years. Immediately
after Christmas the store began
having several promotions to clear
out inventory and was scheduled for
closing in February.
With the shuttering of the 42nd
Street location Modell’s now has
156 stores, 10 of which remain
in Manhattan, and it opened a
13,000-square-foot store in Long
Island City, New York, on February
12, with more planned.
“Our current plan for 2015 is
eight to 10 new stores in existing
markets.,” Modell says. “Beyond
2015, we will look to fill in locations

in existing markets as well as
evaluate new markets where it
makes sense to expand.”
Costly Real Estate
One of the privately held chain’s
most formidable challenges is
operating in a region where retail
space ranks among the costliest in
the country, especially in its urban
locations in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.
“Real estate is very expensive,”
Modell understates, adding that
“banks and drugstores are our biggest
competition for space.” This pressure
for space does lessen outside of
its urban markets, which makes

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs:
Frequent “Gotta Go To
Mo’s” shoppers gotta
sign up for the MVP
Rewards program. MVP
members receive one
point for each dollar spent
at Modell’s, online or in
a store. Once they reach
400 points, they receive
a $20 reward certificate
either by e-mail or
instantly from a register
during their transaction
at a retail store location.
That’s a pretty generous
five percent back.
Other benefits include
special offers and deals,
special shopping events,

promotions, sweepstakes,
prizes and insider updates
on new product releases.
Mobile Apps: Modell’s
doesn’t have an app.
Customers can stay
in touch through their
MVP Rewards program
or opt to receive e-mail
messages. Mo’s also
keeps customers engaged
through its active social
media channels.
E-Commerce: It continues
to upgrade its Web
presence with better
graphics and easier
navigation and detailed
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expansion into these markets more
feasible.
Modell’s rolled out a new prototype
store design in 2014 that focuses on
more aisle space and other upgrades
that, in Modell’s words, “make the
stores more shoppable, more userfriendly.” The most visible aspects
consist of new flooring, better lighting
and updated fixtures.
“In 2014 we remodeled 10 locations
and currently have plans for seven
more in 2015,” says Modell.
Beyond brick-and-mortar, Modell’s
has made a significant investment
in its e-commerce and omnichannel
initiatives, which were a bright spot
in 2014.

OF NOTE
product descriptions. It
still lists shoes by color
and often widths, so the
same shoe style gets
repeated. Mo’s also took
a big leap when it started
allowing returns from
online orders at any of its
stores.
Plus, it allows a full
year for most returns.
However, online orders
require customers to get
a Return Merchandise
Authorization, which is
generated online and then
e-mailed.
And, yes, Modell’s
has optimized its site for
viewing on mobile devices.

LAST SPRING MODELL’S HIRED
Deborah Fine as its chief commercial
officer, responsible for the execution of
an integrated strategy to drive traffic,
convert traffic to sales and increase
sales per customer. She is also leading
its digital strategy toward becoming an
omnichannel retailer.
• Modell’s was named the official
sporting goods retail partner of the New
York City Football Club (NYCFC) for its
inaugural Major League Soccer season
in 2015. The agreement calls for making
15 of its locations NYCFC Headquarters,
including flagship stores at Times
Square and Penn Plaza, featuring
exclusive NYCFC product and player
appearances.

“Our e-commerce business has
grown tremendously over the past
year, with an 85 percent increase
in revenue,” Modell notes, adding
that the added value of e-commerce
is what he calls the “endless aisle,”
which allows it to offer a greater
selection online without the space
limitations that it has in its stores.
Modell’s has also leveraged the
concept of drop shipping, offering
product that it purchases from a
vendor upon customer order, with
the vendor then shipping the item to
the customer. Modell’s handles taking
the order, processing payment and
customer service inquiries, and the
vendor ships the product.
Undeniably, after its tough earlyseason performance Modell’s bounced
back for another banner year and
through it all Mitchell Modell was
able to keep his focus on the chain’s
on-field performance. “With growth
comes challenges,” Modell notes.
“We are constantly evaluating our
strategies relative to inventory
management, customer service and
user experience as our business
grows. At times it’s a challenge for the
internal infrastructure to keep pace
with the growth.”
But is Modell’s satisfied with both
its e-commerce and brick-and-mortar
efforts? Modell says the process is
ongoing.
“We always want to do better in any
aspect of our business,” he says. “It’s
safe to say we’re where we want to be
today, but we want to be even better
tomorrow.” Q
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OLYMPIA SPORTS
The Maine retailer continues along its path as a family-run and family-friendly sporting goods
store while it spreads its roots to grow in the Mid-Atlantic and beyond.

Moving Forward Quietly
235 STORES IN
14 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
Westbrook, ME
WEBSITE
olympiasports.net
KEY EXECUTIVES
Ed D. Manganello, President
Ed P. Manganello, Chairman
John Lesniak, CFO
Paul Fitzpatrick, Sr. Dir. of
Operations and Distribution
Bob Boland, Sr. Director of
Store Operations
Dave Osswald, Director of
Merchandising
SALES FOR 2014
$205 Million (estimated)

WHAT’S TRENDING
Premium Brands: Quality over
quantity has proven itself for
Olympia, whose customers
want Nike and Under Armour,
Oakley and Columbia.
Polished Presence: Updated
merchandising includes a
modern look – no slat wall for
footwear. Graphics and space
draw customers in and give
them room to breathe. Ten
stores and all new locations
will carry the new look.
Improving Margins: The chain
plans to boost store comp
sales by holding the line on
pricing.
Go Pats: Several of its stores
opened early to help Patriot
fans celebrate a Super Bowl
victory.
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The big brands all make an appearance in updated merchandising at Olympia stores.

T

rue to its roots,
Olympia Sports
remains both family
owned and family
friendly. And it goes
about its business somewhat
quietly, preferring to roll up
its sleeves rather than make a
loud splash. Ed D. Manganello,
president of the mid-Atlantic
and Northeast chain, sums it up
succinctly, “Nobody has ever
said retail was easy.”
He’s not one to complain,
but rather he spends his time
focusing on improving Olympia
Sports’ presence and operations
at its more than 200 stores
spread throughout 14 states.
As for presence, Olympia
continues to look for new

locations primarily in the
Mid-Atlantic states, such as in
Southbury, CT, where it recently
opened its 14th store in the
state.
It continues to look for 4000to 6000-square-foot spots in
secondary markets so that it
avoids bumping heads with
big-box retailers. Last year, it
expanded into Cambridge, OH,
which boasts a population of
only 10,518.
But that suits Olympia
just fine. “We are all about
great product, great service
and customer convenience,”
Manganello said in announcing
the grand opening last
November. “We are small town
people and we don’t believe

people in smaller communities
should have any less access, or
have to travel to get the best in
athletic gear.”
It also relocated or expanded
five doors to further its presence
in communities where it does
business. Olympia did just that
when it moved from Dover to
nearby Somersworth, NH.
Rolling Out Updates
Along with this, Olympia
continued to roll out its
updated point-of-sale system.
The seven-figure investment
has been an ongoing process,
but is finally nearing complete
implementation. The new system
drives more than efficiency. It
ties into its loyalty program to
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Olympia Sports

Olympia continues to update its look to
drive customer satisfaction and serve the
major brands.

drive its customer relationship
management software. Olympia
simply wants the right data to
better ensure that it targets each
customer’s specific needs.
It continues to invest in people
as well. It strengthened its
merchandising department with
the addition of Rachael Gelowtski.
With years of experience at
Stride Rite and Clarks, Gelowtski
oversees planning and allocation.
Merchandising remains a
key component of its strategy
to focus on brand names.
The company began rolling
out a more modern look,
eliminating footwear slat
walls and streamlining its
displays. Manganello praises
Bob Boland, senior director of
store operations, for driving the
updated look.
“This project fell under Bob
Boland’s many responsibilities.
His sheer determination and
attention to detail got this done,”
Manganello says. It’s all part of
its focus on selling brand names
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to smaller communities. “Nike
and the other brands deserve this
as do our customers,” he notes.
The remodeling effort will kick
into high gear this year with 10
stores getting a facelift. Ging
forward, all new stores will be

updated with the new look.
Olympia launched a strategy
a few years ago to become a
premium retailer. Since then, Nike
and Under Armour have powered
sales, a trend that continued
last year. He sees the two

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Its
Edge Rewards program
gives customers points
for buying products. After
accumulating 200 points,
one for each dollar spent,
customers receive a $10
reward certificate. That’s
a pretty healthy return at
five percent. While Olympia
says points never expire,
customers have to present
an awards card to ensure
accurate tracking. The
certificates expire 60 days
after issue.
Membership carries
some other privileges
as well: coupon offers,

member-only events,
special birthday offer and
free shipping on out-ofstock items available at
another store.
Mobile Apps: Don’t expect
Olympia to unleash an app
anytime soon. It barely even
uses social media. Instead,
it prefers to use its Edge
Rewards program and Edge
e-mails to draw customers
into its stores.
E-Commerce: Its current
website only allows
customers to purchase
gift cards. Heck, it doesn’t

heavyweights carrying sales again
this year, but sees sales of Adidas
ramping up at Olympia as well.
With so much in place, he’s
optimistic about 2015. He’s
engaged a third-party real estate
professional to help fire up
the growth effort. By year-end,
he expects the chain to net 15
stores “as we continue to close
underperformers and strengthen
our portfolio.
Overall, Manganello anticipates
increased margins too, and compstore sales to increase a few
points compared to last year.
“We are going to continue to be
less promotional when we see the
opportunity,” he says.
He’s not adverse to or
ignorant of the hype about the
omnichannel experience. He
simply prefers not to comment
about the talk.
Rest assured, though, that
Olympia is working on expanding
its presence online. “E-commerce
is coming but not in the near
future. We are actually not far
off from a fulfillment standpoint.
We have a lot to learn and want
to make sure it is 100 percent
before we roll anything out. The
consumer will not give us many
chances to get it right.”
After all, whether brick-andmortar, clicks, or clicks and
bricks, Manganello knows one
thing: “Nobody has ever said
retail was easy.” Somehow,
Olympia continues to do the work
to make sure it gets it right. Q

OF NOTE
even showcase any
products stocked in its
stores. Instead, the site
primarily promotes its store
locations, promotions and
Edge Rewards program.
Olympia does provide
some shopping options.
Its affiliate program allows
customers to shop online
with 17 key suppliers
such as Nike, Reebok,
Under Armour, Adidas,
Columbia, Rawlings,
Oakley and Fathead. Its
website also links to the
Olympia Fan Zone, which
offers a wealth of licensed
products from Fanatics.

OLYMPIA ISN’T AFRAID TO CLOSE
underperforming stores. It exited the
Fingerlakes Mall in Auburn, NY, this
past May after nearly 10 years in the
location.
• The Olympia Foundation was
established by Olympia Sports on
its 25th Anniversary in 2000. The
Foundation uses The Clothing Bank
to provide new clothing to individuals
or families in need of assistance.
• Last August, Olympia Sports
announced a three-year partnership
as the “Official Sporting Goods
Retailer” of the TD Beach to Beacon
10K Road Race. The event attracts
more than 6000 participants and
elite runners from around the world.
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SCHEELS ALL SPORTS
This beloved retail giant continues to wow the competition, and its customers, with its big
stores and big ideas and its very unique form of retail-tainment.

26 STORES IN
11 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
Fargo, ND
WEBSITE
scheelssports.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Steve D. Scheel, CEO
Steve M. Scheel, President
SALES FOR 2014
Undisclosed
(company is private)

WHAT’S TRENDING
Busy Year: Although it
usually opens a store only
every 12-to-18 months, two
openings – in Kansas and
Minnesota – will make 2015
a particularly busy year for
Scheels.
Retail-tainment: Scheels
has to sell a lot of sneakers
to pay for its Ferris wheel,
but we hear margins are
pretty strong on the fudge
it sells.
All Sports? Scheels boasts
that is has something
for everyone, but with
shopping habits favoring
specialty sports it has to
specialize as well to keep
relevant as it enters more
competitive markets.
Giving Back: The
company is well known
for its philanthropic work
and every year gives
away millions of dollars
to charities, further
embedding its stores in
local markets.
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GEAR. PASSION. SPORTS.
G
A Sporting Goods Legend

L

egend has it that
somewhere up in the
Great White North of
the continental United
States there lives a huge
sporting goods retailing beast, rarely
seen outside of its home turf but
greatly respected by all those who do
encounter it in their travels.
This behemoth dominates all that
it sees and is the undisputed master
of all things sports in its far-ranging
territory. Adventurers from all over
the country trek to its lair to do
business, pay respect and be awed by
its size and power. It welcomes them
with open arms and POs.
This is a friendly giant, though,
known for its ability to sell thousands
upon thousands of different products
to a local populace starving for the
selection of supplies taken as routine
by their brethren in larger towns to
the south. Legend even has it that
one of its locations boasts more than
two million products for those that
choose to enter.
Even though it is the biggest kid on
the block by far, this giant is by no
means a bully. In fact, he is downright
entertaining — offering Ferris wheel
rides to kids and adults alike, along
with fudge, games, stuffed animals
and animated presidents. And it is a
benevolent giant, donating millions to

local charities and associations.
Yet, alas, it is also a reclusive giant,
preferring to roam its home turf freely
and dominate the landscape — and
it rarely, if ever, talks to outsiders. In
the past few years it has been spotted
in faraway outposts such as Reno and
Salt Lake City, and every 18 months
or so it will emerge following months
of speculation to wow the local
populace.
A Beloved Giant
Scheels All Sports is certainly
a beloved giant — and for good
reason. For its customers – often
located in towns far from major
metropolitan areas – Scheels offers
unprecedented access to the latest
and greatest from all of the major
brands, and many smaller brands
trying to make a name for themselves.
After all, when your stores range in
size from 100,000-square-feet to the
world’s largest sporting goods store
at 295,000-square-feet in Sparks, NV,
there is plenty of room for everything
— even its much ballyhooed Ferris
wheels, food centers and demo areas.
Vendors tell the same story and are
universally in love with the partner
from North Dakota. Even with all the
space the retail-tainment swallows,
all of this square footage leaves
plenty of room for product. Even

better, Scheels buyers have shown a
willingness to try something new in
their constant quest to please their
customers.
Employees apparently love working
at Scheels, as well, which is usually
the coolest gig in town. In addition,
Scheels is an employee-owned
company. After employees work 1000
hours and are at least 21 years old,
they are rewarded with stock. As the
company grows, so do their stocks.
“The benefits of it are, when you
take a new associate that’s coming
aboard, it’s intriguing for somebody
that’s part time,” said Fargo Scheels
store leader Bill Nelson in a recent
profile in Fargo Monthly. “But it’s
really intriguing when it’s somebody
looking for a career, because it
reinforces what we’re talking about in
terms of ownership and empowering
those individuals.”
Local communities certainly love
when a Scheels comes to town. It is
often the largest retailer for miles
and in many cases it is a destination
for a family or team outing. Indeed,
the recent opening of a Scheels All
Sports in Billings, MT, was voted by
the Chamber of Commerce as number
five in the city’s Best Moments of
2014. (Number one was being ranked
as one of America’s greatest Beer
Cities by Livability!)
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SCHEELS ALL SPORTS
One real estate developer even told
a local newspaper that a new store
was “arguably the most significant
retail development in the history of
Billings.”
Indeed, the biggest news for Scheels
in 2014 was the much-anticipated
opening in early September of a twostory, 220,000-square-foot store that is
the centerpiece of the Shiloh Crossing
development in Billings, MT. Scheels
has been in Billings since 1955 and the
new store marks the sixth place it has
occupied within the city.
The new Scheels is about onethird the size of the entire Rimrock
Mall where its previous store, which
closed on August 24, occupied a
41,000-square-foot space that was
about five times smaller than the new
site. It is the second largest Scheels
in the country, trailing the almost
300,000-square-foot store in Nevada.
“This is epic, blockbuster retailing.
No one but Scheels is building stores
like this,” said mall co-developer Steve
Corning in a local news report of a
grand opening that featured the Green
Man Group Drumline of Utah Valley
University, dancers from Billings West
High School, a bouncy gym and more
than 1000 people lined up outside
waiting for the 9:00 a.m. opening.
“Being a private company, we
can put all the resources in our next
single project, rather than a lot of our
competition that’s public,” explained
CEO Stephen D. Scheel in Fargo
Monthly. “They [public companies]
have to really watch what they spend
on — facilities, inventory and salaries.
We can throw all our resources at one
project.”
“It took us too long to realize that
we need to be more than just retail,”
said Scheel. “We look at it as the
Disneyland of sporting goods, where
people come as a family and really
enjoy the day. They can eat in the
restaurant. They can drink Starbucks
coffee. They can ride the Ferris wheel
and shoot in the shooting gallery and,
oh by the way, we stock about two
million items they can look at, too,
because we cover the whole gamut of
sports.”
Among other highlights of the Shiloh
Crossing store:
• The second floor has a 35-foot-tall
wildlife mountain, and 200 different
animals stuffed and mounted. (The
bald eagle, which is illegal to kill, is a
replica made with turkey feathers.).
• The main event is a 16-car Eli Bridge
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OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Scheels
doesn’t offer a loyalty
program unless you sign
up for its branded Visa
card. Still, the company is
well-known for supporting
its communities,
charitable organizations,
and outdoors
and conservation
organizations. It builds
loyalty by returning more
than 10 percent of its
profits to its community.
Mobile Apps: Its new “My
Scheels” app connects
customers with the latest

on local Scheels events
as well as tips on hunting,
fishing, fashion and
various sports.
Customers can also sign
up for e-mail messages
that provide special offers
and promotions. The
company goes out of its
way to connect with its
community. There are
Brag Boards to post a
shot of that big buck or
killer bass, a calendar
chockfull of local and
Scheels’ events, and
blogs from experts and
neophytes on its website.

Social media provides
even more touch points.

the most diverse of any
sporting goods retailer in
America. Just in the past
few months subjects have
ranged from “Fudge Flavor
of the Month: Chocolate
Chocolate Chip” to “When
Panfish Behave Badly” and
from “What Kind of Bait Do
You Use in the Winter?” to
“Fitness to Fabulous.”

flash-mob. He lured her
there on the premise of
taking a family photo in
front of a Scheels outdoor
backdrop and she didn’t
know that her family and
friends would be there. She
must have liked the idea,
because she said “Yes.”

E-commerce:
Cybershoppers can find
all things Scheels on
its website, especially
for its field and stream
aficionados — but no guns
and ammo are sold online.
Returns can be done in
store or shipped back.
However, its Fan Zone is
run by Fanatics, so those
items can’t be returned to
a store. There’s no mobile
site to make it easier to
navigate on a smartphone.

OF NOTE
A SCHEELS STORE IN
Sioux Falls, SD, opened last
spring after a $25 million
expansion. It doubled the
size of the building from
100,000-square feet to
200,000-square feet. The
expansion adds a Ferris
wheel, a restaurant and a
bike shop. And a Scheels in
Rapid City, SD, expanded
by 18,000-square feet at its
Rushmore Crossing store.
• Reflecting its claim as “All
Sports,” the Scheels Blog
at www.scheelscommunity.
com/blog/ is perhaps

•

•

•

•

•

• A Nevada couple recently
got engaged at the Scheels
in Sparks, NV. Cody
Wright proposed to his
girlfriend Tracy Gilmore by
orchestrating a surprise

Co. Ferris wheel, where some stood
in line during the opening for an
hour for the 25-minute ride.
On both sides of the Ferris wheel,
animatronic figures of Abraham
Lincoln and Thomas Jefferson
read passages from the Gettysburg
Address and the Declaration of
Independence, respectively.
Walking in the front door, visitors
are greeted by a 16,000-gallon
saltwater aquarium, filled with 700
fish.
The store reportedly carries more
than two million items and is touted
as a “destination” store — come for
the Ferris wheel, mini-bowling alley
and shooting gallery, stay to shop
and grab a bite to eat at Gramma
Ginna’s soup-and-sandwich shop.
Scheels projects that customers will
travel more than 150 miles to visit
the Billings store.
A news account of the opening
reported that about 10 minutes

• The U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office issued the
trademark SCHEELS GEAR.
PASSION. SPORTS. (Reg.
No. 4584017) to Scheels
on August 12 (trademark
application serial number
86154308).

after the doors opened two
dozen shoppers jammed into the
ammunition aisles of the hunting
section on the second floor, seeking
hard-to-find .22 caliber bullets —
proof that Scheels has something for
just about everybody.
In a somewhat unusual move for a
retailer that likes to move slowly and
deliberately, it will be opening two
new locations in 2015.
First up is the planned opening
of a Scheels All Sports store in
Rochester’s Apache Mall in Minnesota.
The 144,000-square-foot store is
replacing a Sears location in the mall,
expanding the two-story space from
114,000-square feet.
The Rochester location fits
somewhere in the middle of the
Scheels blueprint in terms of sheer
size — larger than the 120,000-squarefoot stores in Mankato and Waite
Park but much smaller than recent
220,000-square-foot store in Utah and

295,000-square-feet in Nevada. It will
be its fifth store in Minnesota.
“We are excited to bring our
144,000-square-foot Scheels to
Rochester,” said Steve M. Scheel.
“Whether it is women’s sportswear
and fashion footwear, biking, running,
golfing, or hunting and fishing, the
Apache Mall is a great location for
Scheels and our customers 100 miles
and more in every direction.”
Something for Everyone
Scheels broke ground in March
2014 and this spring will join Macy’s,
J.C. Penney, Herberger’s and other
national and regional chains at the
Apache Mall site. It expects to employ
250 people in the store.
The new store will feature specialty
shops ranging from technical running
gear and sports fashion along with
hunting and fishing shops. The
sport shoe, hiking boot, and casual
footwear selection will be the largest
in Rochester. It also includes a golf
shop, bike shop, ski shop, canoe and
kayak shop, and fishing shop. The
gun and hunting shops will have the
largest selection of guns in southeast
Minnesota, ranging from everyday
shooters to $20,000 collectible
firearms.
Special attractions will include a
buck hunter arcade, a shooting gallery
and roller ball mini bowling. Customers will also be able to test their golf,
soccer, hockey, baseball, football and
basketball skills on sport simulators.
And, of course, there will be a deli and
fudge shop serving Starbucks coffee,
24 flavors of homemade fudge and 18
flavors of gelato.
Then in June Scheels plans to
open a 220,000-square-foot store in
Overland Park, KS, in the Corbin Park
retail village. Like its other locations,
the Kansas site – its first in the state
– will be a collection of entertainment
venues, specialty shops and boutiques
and, according to the company, will
showcase Kansas’ largest selection
of sports, sportswear and footwear
under one roof. It will employ more
than 400 associates.
Along with these mega-openings,
Scheels makes it a point to stress that
it gives back a significant amount of
its profits to its local communities.
Scheels’ stated goal is to give back
more than 10 percent of its profits to
local charities and non-profits. Take,
for example, just some of the “good”
things the chain has done in the past
12 months that are about much more
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SPORT CHALET
New owners mean it will be a year of transition as the chain integrates into Vestis in 2015.

50 STORES IN
4 STATES
HEADQUARTERS
La Canada, CA
WEBSITE
sportchalet.com

THE EXPERTS

KEY EXECUTIVES
Mark Walsh, CEO, Vestis
Scott Hampson,
COO, Vestis
Lisa Shulman,
SVP, GMM, Vestis
Sue Riley,
CFO, Vestis
Tom Hassell, VP
e-Commerce, Vestis
Craig Levra,
CEO, Sport Chalet
SALES FOR 2014
$344 million
(estimate)

WHAT’S TRENDING
Go Team: One of the
few retailers with a
team division, time will
tell if Sport Chalet will
continue in the business.
Its team division took a
hit a few years ago when
key members left for a
competitor.
Scuba Doo: Sport
Chalet continues as the
largest retailer of scuba
equipment. More than
30 of its stores include
training pools.
Product Innovator: The
retailer prides itself
on finding the latest
innovative products. Its
buyers scour shows,
including the Consumer
Electronics Show.
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Changing Times

W

ith its roots dating
back to 1959, the
chain built by
Norb and Irene
Olberz in La
Canada certainly has undergone
changes over the years. It originally
became the go-to destination for
skiers and eventually grew to become
one of California’s largest full-line
chains, known for its expertise and
service in a multitude of categories.
Perhaps the biggest change is yet
to come following Sport Chalet’s
acquisition last August by the Vestis
Retail Group. Backed by Versa
Capital, the acquisition added to the
Vestis portfolio, which includes Bob’s
Stores and Eastern Mountain Sports.
Vestis now runs one of the largest
sporting goods retail operations
in the country, with more than 150
stores and $800 million-plus in sales.
The acquisition gives Sport Chalet
a needed financial lifeline after the
chain suffered through the California
recession and drought. It posted
massive losses over the past seven
fiscal years as a public company,
along with declining comp store sales
in six of those seven years. At the
close of its 2014 fiscal year on March
30, 2014, it had accumulated a deficit
of $32.3 million.
The acquisition did not come as
a total surprise. Craig Levra, Sport
Chalet’s long-time leader, had hired
Cappello Capital Corp. as its financial
advisor. Chief among its charges was
to find a potential investor or partner
to shore up Sport Chalet’s financial
position and to ensure it could move
forward.
Mission accomplished with the

acquisition by Vestis, which has the
backing of Versa Capital Management,
a private equity investment firm with
more than $1.4 billion of assets under
management. The PE firm specializes
in middle-market companies
where value and performance
growth can be achieved through
enhanced operational and financial
management.
When the acquisition was
completed, Vestis and Sport Chalet
applauded the move as mutually
beneficial.
Merging Three Retailers
“We are very excited to add Sport
Chalet to the Vestis portfolio. Sport
Chalet strengthens our position
in the active lifestyle and outdoor
categories, provides scale from
which to grow and diversifies our
geographic footprint,” says Mark
Walsh, Vestis CEO. “We believe that
Sport Chalet will benefit greatly
from its addition to Vestis. With the
talent and resources that already
exist within the Vestis family, we
envision a multitude of programs that
will leverage the knowledge, talent
and relationships of our three retail
brands to the benefit of customers
and vendors alike.”
While Levra remains in his position
as Sport Chalet’s CEO and continues
to run the business out of its existing
office, he reports to Walsh, who
headed up Bob’s Stores for several
years before moving into his role
as CEO of Vestis Retail. And Walsh
speaks for all three retailers from
Vestis’ corporate headquarters in
Meriden, CT, home of Bob’s Stores’
headquarters.

Vestis does not anticipate any
Sport Chalet store closings as a result
of the transaction. Sport Chalet,
Bob’s and EMS will each continue
to operate under their respective
brands.
Levra noted in the announcement,
“We look forward to working with our
new colleagues at Vestis, a company
that understands our customers, our
market and our vendors, and has the
financial resources to help us grow
the business.”
Besides the overall label of
sporting goods, the three chains
are completely different in their
position and customer base. Bob’s
Stores is focused on casual fashion,
denim, active wear, team wear and
footwear offered at affordable prices.
Eastern Mountain Sports, based
in Peterborough, NH, focuses on
outdoor categories with origins in
climbing sports. Across the country,
Sport Chalet bills itself as The
Experts, with upscale products and
services ranging from its niche in
scuba diving to car rack installation.
Part of the Team
Still, Walsh sees some natural
synergies between the three
disparate retail brands, including
best practices and squeezing costs
out of non-customer functions. He
addressed numerous questions about
the acquisition and the melding of
the Vestis portfolio of retailers. His
comments, along with other research,
provide a picture of Sport Chalet’s
and Vestis’ strategy moving forward.
“It’s a great regional brand
with strong customer loyalty,”
Walsh says. “It strengthens our
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SPORT CHALET
position in the active lifestyle and
outdoors business. It diversifies our
geography, too.” And he, much like
Levra, sees a real opportunity to
grow Sport Chalet’s business beyond
its base in Northern and Southern
California.
Levra had revealed ambitious
plans to expand Sport Chalet. Last
April , Levra noted at the Telsey
Advisory Group’s 6th Annual Spring
Consumer Conference that he
expected Sport Chalet to be “at least
twice its size,” within five years with
a goal of ultimately having stores
open coast to coast.
“Clearly we need a national
footprint,” said Levra at the
conference. “One of the things that
hurts us today as a business is we
are so tightly focused on geography,
the fact that we are in these four
Western states that were hardest hit
by the housing downturn. You all
know the tremendous winter that we
have had on the East Coast and the
Midwest. We have had exactly the
opposite on the West Coast.”
Levra said that it used the help of
Buxton, a real estate site selection
firm, to break the country into
60 groups – with “white-collar
suburbia” performing best. “That is
why that first-to-market approach in
merchandise works and that is why
the focus on service and specialty
service and teaching works.”
He added that since the chain
understands the winter business
“probably better than most,” the
“northern half of the United States is
probably a touch more favorable to
us from a pure physical standpoint
growth as opposed to down in the
deep South.” Hence, the fit with
Vestis, which blankets the Northeast.
Focusing on Integration
And Levra didn’t rule out
acquisitions, stating that it had
grown through acquisitions
in the past. Levra said he saw
opportunities with some regional
operators with one to three stores
and potentially facing challenges
leveraging online or dealing with
succession issues.
Those plans aren’t out of the
question, but Walsh first wants to
focus on integration. “Short term,
this year is a year of transition.
During the year, we will test various
ideas on all three businesses.
2016 will be the year when we
begin to start looking at expansion
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opportunities.”
Instead, Walsh is focused on
integrating the three operations and
cutting costs to bolster its portfolio’s
financial health.
“We are combining all noncustomer facing activities. The
process of purchasing Sport Chalet
took over six months. When it was
consummated, we hit the ground
running. We continue to move ahead
with further integration of back
office functions. We are pleased
with the cost savings and structure,”
Walsh notes.
Some of those cost savings come
from the departure of many long-time
members of Sport Chalet’s executive
team. Howard Kaminsky the chain’s

be done we will. The key is that
the message is focused on the core
customer, but there’s no need to
have three separate people placing
ads.”
Located across the country, Sport
Chalet will keep its distribution
center, he notes. Bob’s and EMS
share a distribution center in the
Northeast.
“2014 was a year of major change,”
Walsh notes of the integration
process. “I returned to the CEO role.
We closed on Sport Chalet and then
integrated. We went back to basics
on core customers.”
As part of its integration, Vestis
placed a big bet on e-commerce.
“One of our main efforts in 2014

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Sport
Chalet’s Action Pass no
doubt drew interest from
Vestis. With more than 2.5
members, the program
gives loyal customers a
decent return on their
purchases. Each dollar
spent online or in a store
earns a point, including
merchandise, rentals and
services. Once a customer
reaches 300 points, they
receive a $10-off certificate,
which expires in 90 days.
The certificates are only
good in-store, but Sport
Chalet says it is working on
including purchases on its
website. Plus, members can
enter drawings for trips and
merchandise sponsored
by suppliers. This runs the

gamut from high-end bikes
to mountain biking tours,
from snowboards to scuba
diving adventures. Sport
Chalet also provides Action
Pass members with sneak
peeks at new products,
special offers and discounts
via e-mail.
Mobile Apps: While it
has optimized its site for
viewing on any mobile
device, there’s no app to
keep customers aware
of its products and sales.
Instead, Sport Chalet uses
e-mail marketing and social
media outlets to engage
customers.
E-Commerce: Sport Chalet
completely revamped its

CFO for nearly 29 years, left last
August. Ted Jackson, Sport Chalet’s
information technology and chief
information officer, also departed in
January after nearly 16 years with the
chain. Danielle Dolloff, VP-planning
and logistics for almost five years, also
left Sport Chalet last October.
While much of the management
team now runs certain aspects of
the three chains, each retail brand
remains unique in its customer base
and, to a large extent, geography,
Walsh says. “We continue to market
to our customers independently. The
marketing approach to each brand
is unique. We have unique strategies
from which we deploy to reach the
core customers for each brand.”
But it will share resources, such
as ad placement and accounting.
“Any centralized functions that can

website and launched it last
September. The new site
mirrors its brand image.
Levra told Multichannel
Merchant that the new
site capitalizes on the
growth of its brand and
improves its ability to fuse
in-store engagement with
online and mobile tools for
every customer served.
The online experience
digitally delivers the
engagement, empowerment
and commitment to
individualized service
already on display in-store.
Six months in the works,
the new site incorporates
features such as Find in
Store, sale of a gift cards
and the creation of a
community section.

has been a major replatform of our
e-commerce. Sport Chalet and Bob’s
have already gone through this
process. EMS will go live in the next
30 days (early March 2015).”
Additionally, Vestis merged all
operations into a single retail sales
platform across all channels. While
Bob’s, EMS and Sport Chalet all used
Epicor retail software, the company
decided to integrate under the Epicor
Retail SaaS solution. This includes
point of sale, mobile, enterprise
selling, CRM, merchandise planning,
assortment planning, merchandising,
warehouse management, sales audit
and retail analytics.
“In all three businesses,
activewear and footwear continue to
perform well. Workwear really works
well for Bob’s,” Walsh says.
“The experts at Sport Chalet

certainly do a wonderful job at
relating to the customer. EMS and
their guides do a great job. It’s part
of the brand ethos that we want to
hold onto at both of these chains.
At Bob’s, we score well on customer
service. It’s a very different customer
and strategy at Bob’s,” Walsh says
about the differences in the retailers.
“The weather creates the biggest
surprises both positive and negative,”
Walsh says of the three chains. “We
have a disciplined buying process
so we can adjust when the weather
favors certain products and cut back
when it doesn’t.”
A Year of Transition
Moving forward, he sees this year
as part of the transition. “2015 is a
big transition year. We will have a
big push online with a platform to
improve and grow. We have a lot
of work to do on our brand loyalty
programs. As mentioned, we plan
to do a lot of testing. We then will
expand and grow.”
And he sees the omnichannel
approach and experience as
critical in the retailer’s future. “It’s
very important. We have made a
significant investment over the past
12 months,” Walsh says, pointing to
the investment in replatforming each
retailer’s e-commerce channel.
As part of this, Walsh sees
technology as a key driver. “We
are employing several strategies to
improve our service to customers
with technology. We want them
to access our sites whether on a
PC, mobile or tablets.” Walsh adds
that he wants all of its stores to
deploy that technology in-store
as well, using iPads or tablets to
ensure customers can find the
products they want either in store,
a nearby store or on the Web. “We
are working hard to make that
omnichannel experience the best
possible,” Walsh says.
As for further growing the Vestis
retail portfolio, Walsh plays coy
about more acquisitions. “Not at the
moment. We are just really excited
about 2015 and beyond,” Walsh says.
“We are learning from each brand.
We are looking at the best practices.
It’s been a great partnership so far
with Sport Chalet.”
Of course, there’s little doubt that
Vestis would turn down the right
opportunity if a retailer fits into
wheelhouse. There’s plenty of room
between the East and West Coast. Q
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SPORTS AUTHORITY
This Power Player is shrinking, as a new format opts for a smaller footprint and better merchandising.

468+ STORES IN
41 STATES & PUERTO
RICO
HEADQUARTERS
Englewood, CO
WEBSITE
sportsauthority.com
KEY EXECUTIVES
Michael Foss, CEO
Stephen Binkley, EVP,
Chief Merchandising Officer
Ron Stoupa, EVP, Chief
Marketing Officer
Jeremy Aguilar, EVP, Chief
Financial Officer
Paul Gaudet,
EVP, Store Operations
Kathy Persian, SVP,
Business Transformation,
e-commerce & CIO
SALES FOR 2014
$3 billion
(estimate from Moody’s)

WHAT’S TRENDING
Softer Side: Getting rid
of hard goods in the field
and stream area opened
up floor space for more
apparel offerings.
Blooming Business: Sports
Authority set its sights
on the ever-growing yoga
market when it unveiled its
own Bloom collection.
Smaller and Better: The
new prototype brings store
size down to between
30,000 to 40,000-square
feet. Shops dominate the
aisles in these stores.
Marketing Muscle: Ron
Stoupa joined the team in
January.
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ALL THINGS SPORTING GOOD
Commanding Battleship TSA

W

hen Mike Foss
took command of
Sports Authority
in June 2013, he
faced the task of
turning around a retail battleship.
The third CEO in the past few years,
Foss steered in troubled waters as
the chain tried to find its way in
a heated retail battle. Flanked by
category killers Dick’s and Academy,
surrounded by strong regional players
such as Dunham’s, MC and the
growing Vestis (Bob’s, Sport Chalet
and Eastern Mountain) portfolio,
and sniped by specialty retailers on
many fronts, he faced no small task in
righting the ship.
But Foss plowed through choppy
waters and continues to focus on
ensuring Sports Authority wins the
battle. He has downsized many a
store. He has closed those that simply
didn’t make sense anymore. He’s
opened stores in markets to solidify
the chain’s position. He’s reshaped his
management team. E-commerce has
gotten a facelift. And he’s tackled the
pressing issue of customer service,
a longtime and growing nemesis of
Sports Authority.
Foss and Stephen Binkley, the
chain’s chief merchandising officer,
discussed their battle plans in detail
as they move Sports Authority
forward. The usually reticent retailer
shared a wealth of information – and

strategy – as its executive team plows
ahead. And Foss in particular didn’t
pull any punches in discussing the
retailer’s strengths and weaknesses.
“At a high level, it was an extremely
busy year,” Foss notes about Sports
Authority’s main efforts in 2014.
“We’ve done a lot of work on updating
our brick-and-mortar stores and our
e-commerce platform.”
For starters, it opened more than
20 stores, strengthening its position
in key markets. Foss and company
have reviewed every major DMA
and ranked these on criteria before
opening a new Sports Authority. As
an example, a new store in Kauai, HI,
opened last May, the chain’s eighth
store in Hawaii. Located in a former
Sears, the new store set a record for
opening day sales.
And Foss didn’t hesitate to
close several doors that were
underperforming. More than 20 were
shuttered, many of those inherited
by Sports Authority when Gart Bros.
was acquiring several chains before
it merged with Sports Authority way
back in 2003.
“We look at each market that we
operate in. We also look at markets
where stores weren’t as strong,” Foss
says. “Sports Authority is a marriage
of five or six retailers, so it was
important to streamline our look and
establish a consistent brand image.”
That’s been the biggest and most

difficult focus: completely revamping
existing stores to the chain’s new
prototype adopted in 2011. Smaller
than its old standard of 50,000-square
feet, the new prototype settles in the
30,000 to 40,000-square foot range.
That’s no small task as the chain looks
at leases and the sheer investment in
completely revamping the store floor.
Despite this, the new prototype
store development has been robust,
Foss says. Indeed it has, as Sports
Authority remodels stores with a
focus on an intuitive design and
specialty sport shops with products
from top brands like Nike, Under
Armour, Adidas and The North Face.
And when it remodels, it does so
with a big impact in major markets.
Last April, 14 stores in the Miami/
Ft. Lauderdale area celebrated grand
re-openings using the new format.
In June 2014, 18 stores in the San
Francisco area showcased the new
design and 11 Seattle-area stores did
the same in November.
Binkley also has been pivotal
in marrying the new design with
stronger merchandising and better
inventory allocation. “In-stock
wasn’t one of our strengths,” Binkley
admits. “We’ve done a lot of work to
streamline inventory to make sure we
have the right size and color for the
consumer.”
The new prototype did more than
shrink the footprint. It eliminated field
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SPORTS AUTHORITY
AN ELITE MOVE
Sports Authority took a bold
move into specialty retailing
when it opened its SA Elite
concept a few years ago.
Plans initially called for
opening as many as 300
doors, but management
quickly learned that it
couldn’t run two totally
different chains. Instead, the
chain stopped at 10 stores
spread across five states —
California, Colorado, Illinois,
Maryland and New York.
And while any growth plans
stalled, the concept hasn’t
been a bust, CEO Michael
Foss says. “They’ve been
valuable to us. They’ve been
great innovation labs. We
test new merchandising
and use this information to
bring it into Sports Authority
stores,” he notes.
“We’ve done some great
work but we have no intent
of expanding these. At some
point, we may close some of
these stores. We will take it
on a unit-by-unit basis,” Foss
says of the SA Elite chain.

and stream in many of its stores.
“At a high level, we reduced or
eliminated hunting and fishing in new
or remodeled stores,” Foss notes.
“We did alienate some customers
who shopped us for those categories.
Where we have eliminated this, we
have expanded the selection for our
core customers.”
Foss and Binkley add that some
stores still carry field and stream.
It’s not a one-size fits all strategy, but
rather is based on local conditions.
“It’s based on the needs of
the stores. We make that call on
a store-by-store basis,” Binkley
says. “It’s interesting how it varies
dramatically. It’s a joint effort by
our local store managers, regional
managers and corporate.”
As an example, in some stores it
has even stopped selling guns but
still stocks ammo, Foss notes.
Sports Authority also remains
diligent in improving its digital
presence, Foss says. It improved its
sites last year on three fronts:
• Expanded assortments: Foss says
it extended its aisles by offering
more product online.
• Better inventory management:
Once shoppers decide to buy, they
want to make sure it’s available.
• Site usability: The company
continues to fine-tune navigation,
making it easier for consumers to
narrow down their selection.
“We’ve upgraded our team and
made improvements,” Foss says

OMNICHANNEL CHECKLIST
Affinity Programs: Sports
Authority rewards its loyal
customers through The
League. It boasts the 1-3-5
Advantage: one point for
every dollar spent at
any Sports Authority or
SA Elite store or online
and accrue points over
each quarter and earn a
five percent reward for
purchases that exceed
$100. Not bad, but the
points expire once the
quarter ends, so better
to load up on purchases
during each quarter.
The loyalty program
also gives its members
access to in-store events,
member-only deals and
special offers.

Mobile Apps: Sports
Authority opted to use
Shopkick, a nationwide
system that rewards
shoppers for “kicks” just
for walking in, browsing
special offers throughout
the store, scanning
products and making
purchases at Sports
Authority store locations.
The advantage is one app
to cover several shopping
destinations. Sports
Authority joined bigname retailers such as
Macy’s, J.C. Penney, Best
Buy and Target, as well
as brand name suppliers
that use Shopkick.
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of e-commerce initiatives. While
eBay runs the infrastructure, Sports
Authority controls selection, pricing,
distribution and usability. And it
now allows shoppers to return
items purchased on the Web to a
local Sports Authority store. “We
realized this was an expectation from
customers,” Foss says.
Sports Authority continues to
invest resources to improve its
online presence, Foss notes. “You
must have a good online experience,
whether it’s at home or in the office
or in-store. They do the research to
determine what they want to buy and
where to buy it. It drives online and
in-store sales. That importance will
continue to grow,” Foss emphasizes.
Sure, Sports Authority still uses
its traditional print circulars and
television to drive traffic. But the
relative importance of these has gone
down, Foss notes. Now, the chain
relies more on targeted emails and
texts, paid search and display ads
on search engines and comparison
shopping sites, and social medial
tools to engage customers. It also
started using the Shopkick app
nationwide in late 2013 to engage and
reward customers when they enter a
store. And it recently announced that
it would accept Apple Pay.
As it battles for position, don’t
expect Sports Authority to stop
in the water. It sees better sailing
ahead.
“We expect the underlying sales

trends to improve,” Foss says. “We
expect some stabilization,” especially
since the industry faced some
headwinds last year. Sales were weak
and retailers turned up the volume
with promotions at the expense
of margins, Foss says, a comment
echoed by many other retailers.
He sees Sports Authority also
opening stores, remodeling or relocating existing stores to fit its new
prototype and merchandising approach, and closing stores this year,
but not nearly as many as in 2014.
It’s all predicated on listening to
the voice of the consumer, Binkley
adds. Everything is done to provide
the best experience to retain that
customer, whether it’s vendor shops
or the ease of navigating its website.
And Foss won’t be distracted but
readily admits that Leonard Green
always has the option and desire to
sell the chain. He pulls no punches
about the reported rumors that TSA
is on the sales block.
“I’ve lived in the PE world since
2007,” the year he joined Leonard
Green when a retailer he worked
for was added to the private equity
firm’s portfolio. “I’ve learned two
things: Number one, they buy
companies; number two, they sell
companies. They bought us in 2006
and at some point they will sell us.”
Foss refuses to let this distract him
or his team from its mission. “It’s
our job to stay focused. We can only
control what we can control.” Q

OF NOTE
E-Commerce: Sports
Authority revamped
its website to make it
more user friendly. It
added navigational tools
and search functions to
help shoppers find what
they need in less time.
The site uses separate
platforms to optimize
viewing and functionality
on smartphones or tablets.
Perhaps the biggest
change: Stores now accept
returns ordered online, a
feature that management
says customers expect. It
continues to use a variety
of social media tools and
constantly tests the waters
to maximize the value of
reaching customers.

BIG BOXES AREN’T
always the right fit.
Sports Authority plans to
open a 22,000-squarefoot location in City
Center in downtown
Minneapolis later this
year. TSA has 10 stores
in the Twin Cities, but
the new store will be the
first Twin Cities’ location
in a city center.
• Flash mobs wreaked
havoc on Chicago-area
Sports Authority stores.
The mobs ransacked
the stores, walking away
with shoes, apparel and
more.
• Sports Authority
launched a new Speedo

Aquatic Zone at four
Sports Authority
locations in Florida
and California. The
500-square-foot shops
feature Speedo’s
swimsuits, goggles,
accessories, training
aids and footwear. The
Speedo Aquatic Zones
are part of an expanded
partnership with Sports
Authority, which also
unveiled an updated
Speedo footprint in an
additional 218 stores.
• More than 200 stores
across the United
States started selling
Guardian Caps, a softshell football helmet
cover that claims to

reduce head impact
of hits by up to 33
percent.
• Sports Authority
recently entered into
a partnership with
the National Sports
Center for the Disabled
(NSCD) in honor of
National Disability
Employment Awareness
Month. Throughout
the month of October,
all Sports Authority
locations nationwide
collected donations
with the goal of raising
at least $150,000 for
the NSCD. All proceeds
benefit the lives of
children and adults with
disabilities.
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SOCIAL STATUS

Insta

How popular are the Power 12 on social media?
Some sporting goods retailers are quite social. Take a look at the stats on
the right to glean an idea on how popular each retailer in our Power 12
report is on social media. On this chart, fandom is measured in Facebook
page likes and Twitter and Instagram followers.

3M

270K

24.6K

660K

3,925

628

137K

5,942

2,227

3.8M

330K

104K

137K

6,202

NA

536K

47K

49K

34K

992

38

136K

8,584

2951

15K

588

NA

1M

16.4K

3,325

32K

5,488

1,316

1.2M

41.8K

8,219

Apples and Oranges
Just for comparison’s sake – below is a look at the social media metrics for a
few noteworthy brands and high profile celebs.

Nike
Facebook ....................................23M
Twitter ........................................4.6M
Instagram ....................................13M

Adidas
Facebook ....................................20M
Twitter ........................................1.9M
Instagram ...................................3.5M

Under Armour
Facebook ...................................3.4M
Twitter ....................................... 448K

photos: nike.com, adidas.com/us/women, underarmour.com, katyperry.com, pichost.me/1494421/

Instagram .................................. 738K

Katy Perry
Facebook ....................................77M
Twitter .........................................67M
Instagram .................................15.5M

LeBron James
Facebook ....................................23M
Twitter ......................................19.6M
Instagram ......................................9M
Social media data collected March 13, 2015.
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therunningandﬁtnesseventforwomen.com

RETAIL REGISTRATION
OPENS APRIL 1, 2015

MORE THAN A CONFERENCE OR TRADE SHOW

therunningandﬁtnesseventforwomen.com

A business-to-business event designed to help retailers and brands focus on the most powerful consumer in the market

BIG PICTURE PERSPECTIVES
The conference program will offer big picture marketing insights as well as new ideas and tactics you can
bring back to your store and begin executing right away.
Unconventional Strategies
and Tactics for Today’s
Business Climate

Capture the Mindshare
and the Market Share
will Follow

Fit, Female &
Tech Savvy

Erika Napoletano
Branding Expert

Libby Gill
Entertainment Executive

Erika Napoletano
Branding Expert

On the Rise
and Online

Jim Dion
Author and Retail Consultant

Stefania Pinton
Dionco

A LIVELY AND INTERACTIVE TRADE SHOW
Tuesday, June 30 - Wednesday, July 1, 2015

Created to showcase
the best women’s
footwear, apparel,
wearable technology
and accessory brands.
And to provide ideas and
inspiration that can help
spark your business.

FASHION SHOW AT NAVY PIER

RUNNER’S WORLD RUN / WALK

Monday, June 29, 2015

Tuesday, June 30, 2015

View the newest
apparel and
products at our
Opening Night Fashion
Show. Cocktails
and hors d’oeuvres
will be served.

Get your blood ﬂowing
with a run along Lake
Michigan. Sponsors will
have new products to
view and test. All paces
welcome.

Produced by Fleet Feet
Sports Chicago

PRESENTING SPONSORS:

Retailer Information:
Mark Sullivan: 646-319-7878 msullivan@formula4media.com
Christina Henderson: 212-305-4712 chenderson@formula4media.com
Exhibitor Information:
Beth Gordon, Show Director: 949-293-1378 bgordon@formula4media.com (or your account executive)

